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Abstract
Body monitoring systems have recently drawn great attention to modern electronic con-
sumers due to their various health–care and security applications. However, most of the
existing monitoring systems need wire connections that prevent free body movements.
Complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) technology based wireless sensor sys-
tems need integration of different components that make the device volume and production
cost high. In addition, their dependency on on–sensor power source limits the continuous
monitoring capability. In the thesis, to demonstrate the feasibility of low cost and simple
body monitoring systems, we propose a near–infrared (NIR) photodetector (PD) and a
humidity sensor (HS) using low–temperature thin–film processes suitable for large–area
electronics application.
For NIR detection, a novel lateral metal–semiconductor–metal (MSM) PD architecture is
proposed using low–temperature nanocrystalline silicon (nc–Si) as a NIR absorption layer
and organic polyimide (PI) as a blocking layer. Experimental results show that addition
of PI layer reduces the dark current (ID) up to 10
3–105 times. Fabricated devices exhibit a
low ID of ∼10−10 A, a response time of <1.5 ms, and an external quantum efficiency (EQE)
of 35–15% for the 740–850 nm wavelengths of light under 100–150 V biasing conditions.
Unlike the standard p–i–n PD, our high–performance lateral PD does not require doped p+
and n+ layers. Thus, the reported device is compatible with industry standard amorphous
silicon (a–Si) thin–film transistor (TFT) fabrication process, which makes it promising for
large–area full hand biometric imagers suitable for various non–invasive body monitoring
applications.
iv
For humidity detection, a 30 mm diameter passive LC (p–LC) HS is formed by join-
ing an octagonal planer inductor and a moisture sensitive interdigital zinc oxide (ZnO)
capacitor in series. A PCB reader coil is also designed, which is able to sense the HS
from <25 mm distance. The HS reads 30–90% of relative humidity (RH) by interrogating
change of the resonance frequency (fR) of the reader–sensor system. The reading resolu-
tion is ±2.38%RH and the sensitivity is 53.33–93.33 kHz/1%RH for the above 45% RH
measurements. Experimental results show that the proposed HS is operational in a range
of 0–75 oC as long as recalibration is performed for a temperature drift of above ±3 oC,
which makes it suitable for various promising applications operated at different tempera-
tures. Above all, the presented results are promising for the continuous body monitoring
applications to observe the humidity wirelessly without any power source on the sensor.
v
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1.1 Research Motivation 
Body monitoring wireless sensors have recently received considerable attention by the 
health conscious people due to the advantage of real−time physical activity assessments 
such as steps count, calorie burnt, heart rate monitor, etc. [1]–[3].  The applications of 
the wireless body monitoring system are not limited to those assessments. In modern 
health care, biomedical research and clinical practice monitoring physiological variables 
such as pressure, temperature, humidity, respiratory rate, oxygen level, pH level, and 
glucose content, have become an essential routine work [4]. Patients are typically 
monitored at regular intervals and often continuously in real time. These continuous 
monitoring systems also benefit the aged people and athletics by predicting heart attack, 
strokes, and different diseases by observing the abnormal biological change [5].  
Continuous monitoring of these physiological parameters currently uses tethered and 
wired connections for most of the cases [6]. For example, use of an implanted catheter 
with an external transducer is standard for monitoring intracranial pressure (ICP) for 
the patients who suffer from head trauma. However, tethered solutions cause patient 
discomfort, and carry a risk of infection and complications stemming from dislodgement, 







Figure 1-1: Example of potential body monitoring sensor applications: (a) Real−time physical activity 
tracking [14], (b) Gastrointestinal tract monitoring for medical diagnosis [15], (c) Continuous physiological
parameter monitoring [16], (d)  Palm vein recognition for security purpose [17], and (e) Hand vein 
detection for health−care purpose [18]. 
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Addressing these demands, various types of wireless monitoring systems have been 
presented in the literature based on the matured Complementary 
metal−oxide−semiconductor (CMOS) and Radio−frequency identification (RFID) 
technologies [9]–[12]. However, most of these emerging solutions are large since they 
need on−sensor chip to process the data and battery to power up the active circuitry 
[13]. It makes these systems apparently immobile and uncomfortable to the users for 
long−term usage. In addition, the recharge/replacement of the battery makes them 
costly, as well as, causes interruption in continuous monitoring. Moreover, their 
post−fabrication integration steps add additional cost in the manufacturing process. 
Hence, there is still a significant demand to miniaturize monitoring devices to make 
them less traumatic and easier to implant. Figure 1-1 shows example of body monitoring 
sensor applications [14]–[18]. 
Recently, wireless passive LC type (p−LC) sensors have been attracted for monitoring 
various parameters (pressure, strain, temperature, humidity, pH level, etc.) of interest 
in situations where wired connections are difficult or even impossible [13], [19]. This 
non−contact measurement technique utilizes an LC resonant tank to determine the 
parameters of interest remotely. The sensing principle is based on changes of the 
capacitance or inductance, or both of them which represent a variation on the resonant 
frequency of the sensor tank. To interrogate the LC sensor wirelessly, an external readout 
coil is magnetically coupled to the sensor from a small distance. The resonant frequency 
of the sensor tank is determined from the readout coil impedance. The p−LC sensors 
offer several advantages such as battery−free operation, wireless communication, high 
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flexibility, low cost, and no extra post−fabrication steps, thereby ensuring fast 
deployment [6]. Together with various embedded sensing capabilities, the p−LC sensors 
can be readily applied in smart health−care applications [19].  
Humidity sensor (HS) has various potential applications for the modern body 
monitoring system. HS is capable of monitoring body humidity near the skin and 
sweating rates non−invasively from the older adults and athletics, which can be used to 
determine body dehydration and fatigue [20]–[22]. HS is also used to monitor the 
respiratory rate continuously overnight for the Sleep Apnea−Hypopnea Syndrome 
(SAHS) and Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) patients [23]. 
Furthermore, HS can be inserted inside the diaper to monitor the fullness for the 
enuresis, babies, and elderly and dependent people [24]–[26]. Very recently, HS is used 
to monitor hermeticity of implantable biomedical systems in vivo [11], [27]–[29]. 
Similarly, the detection of near−infrared (NIR) wavelength (650−1350 nm) which is 
known as the therapeutic window, has received great attention to the biomedical 
researchers due to its maximum depth of penetration under the skin tissue [30]. It opens 
the opportunity to monitor different body parameters non−invasively. For example, vein 
detection using NIR detector for biomedical investigation and security purpose is 
recently a very prospective research field [31]–[34].  NIR detectors are also used to detect 
the liveness of fingerprints [32], [35], [36] and the blood flow rate [31]. Furthermore, 
recent research results show that NIR detectors can be used to determine glucose 
concentration in blood non−invasively [37]. 
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Hence, for this thesis, we have fabricated wireless p−LC HSs and NIR detectors using 
low−temperature thin−film process suitable of large−area electronics and analyzed the 
performance to investigate their feasibility for body monitoring applications. 
1.2 Thesis Objectives 
Below are the objectives of the PhD thesis: 
 Design device structures and develop fabrication process for thin−film NIR 
detectors that are fully compatible with conventional Silicone (Si) based 
large−area manufacturing process.  
 Characterization and performance enhancement of the NIR detectors by 
optimizing device dimensions and film deposition conditions.  
 Design device structures and develop fabrication process for thin−film p−LC 
HS. In addition, design and fabrication of a reader antenna coil on PCB to 
interrogate the p−LC HS wirelessly. 
 Characterization and performance assessment of the p−LC HSs.  
1.3 Thesis Organization 
The thesis is organized as follows: 
 In Chapter 2, we present a brief background of various body monitoring 
technologies. Then, the working principle of p−LC sensors and their different 
body parameter monitor capabilities are discussed. Next, the thin−film 
deposition techniques used for this work are described. 
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 In Chapter 3, we mention fundamental operational principle and 
characterization techniques of metal−semiconductor−metal (MSM) photo 
detector (PD). Then, we describe in detail the design, fabrication, and 
measurement steps of nanocrystalline silicon (nc−Si) NIR MSM PD adopting a 
thin blocking polyamide (PI) layer. Next, the experimental results are analyzed 
to determine device performance. 
 In Chapter 4, we start with a brief description of humidity sensing mechanism 
of zinc oxide (ZnO) film. Then, we describe the design, fabrication, and 
measurement steps of a p−LC HS with a thin ZnO film. Next, the experimental 
results are analyzed to determine device performance. 
 In Chapter 5, we summarize the results and discussion of this thesis works. It 








Wireless sensors have substantial research potential because they make the body 
monitoring very convenient as well as affordable for various types of users like critical 
patients, athletics, elderly and demented people, biomedical researchers, staffs of security 
and crime investigation unit, etc. In this chapter, we have reviewed different types of 
wireless body monitoring sensors and their benefits, applications, and implementation 
challenges. Then, we compared various types of sensing and detection technologies from 
the recent literature to determine the most suitable option for body monitoring 
applications. Finally, different film deposition techniques what we used to fabricate the 
thin−film sensors and detectors are discussed. 
2.1 Wireless Body Monitoring 
2.1.1 Wireless Body Monitoring Sensors 
Most of the conventional telemetry systems in hospitals, clinics or nursing home connect 
the patients by wires to monitor various body parameters. Patients thus become 
immobile during the monitoring process. It makes the health service inconvenient for 
long time monitoring and expensive too because only a single patient dedicatedly uses 
the monitoring system at a time. In addition, the wires can be disconnected/loosen by 
the patient or nursing staffs unintentionally that might stop the monitoring activity 
[38]. To overcome these constraints, body monitoring systems utilizing different wireless 
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technologies have been investigated. The wireless body monitoring sensor (WBMS) 
systems have provided additional benefits over the wired system, namely [38], [39]:  ease 
of use, enhanced comfort, enhanced mobility, reduced infection risk, reduced 
disconnection/failure probability, and finally the low cost of health care. 
The WBMS systems usually attach to the human body as a small patch or implant 
or hide inside the cloth, and continuously monitor the body parameters. Examples of 
different types of WBMS systems are mentioned below: 
 Patched over the skin: Here, the sensor is mounted on the body in various 
ways, e.g., ring, wrist/arm/headband, etc. and data are wirelessly transmitted 
to the nearby processing unit to monitor body temperature, pressure, 
humidity, heart rate, respiratory rate, etc [4]. These types of sensors are also 
used to assess and track the physical activities in real−time [1]–[3]. 
 Implantable: Sensors are implanted inside patient’s body to monitor different 
blood parameters continuously on long−term basis for the people with diabetes 
and leukemia. These kinds of sensors are also used to oversee the hermiticity 
of the other implanted biomedical devices [29], [40]. 
 Swallowable pills: The WBMS can be in a pill form that patients swallow to 
track different types of gastrointestinal disorders/diseases non−invasively [41]. 
 Integrated with apparels: Recently, researchers have also focused on the 
WBMS integrated with fabrics and diapers, and monitored the different 
physiological parameters such as dehydration rate, sweating rates, diaper 
full−ness, etc [5], [24], [38], [42]. 
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2.1.2 Current Applications of WBMS 
The advantages of easy operation, restriction free long−term monitoring, and low 
product cost have made the WBMS popular for body monitoring in critical situations 
as well as non−critical conditions. TABLE I summarizes examples of some WBMS 
applications based on this classification [38]. 
2.1.3 Challenges of WBMS 
To monitor physiological parameters, the WBMS systems are attached to/implanted 
into the body. Hence, they need to meet special requirements during deployments 
described as follows: 
TABLE I: 
EXAMPLES OF WBMS APPLICATION WITH CLASSIFICATION [38]. 
Critical monitoring Non-critical monitoring 
 Monitor chronically ill patients in 
hospitals, e.g., heart rate, pressure, 
respiratory rate, blood glucose 
content, etc. 
 Monitor elderly and demented 
people at home/nursing home. 
 Monitor patients in ambulance 
during transportations. 
 Non−invasively medical diagnosis, 
e.g., track gastrointestinal by a 
swallowed WBMS. 
 Asses physical activity in real−time, 
e.g., calorie burns, step counts, heart 
rate, etc. 
 Predicting health threats and injuries 
of the athletics and elderly people, 
e.g., heart attack, strokes, 
dehydration. 
 Security and Crime investigation, e.g., 
finger prints with liveness detection. 
 Extensive period physiological data 
collection of for the biomedical 
research.  
 Monitor hermiticity of the implanted 




 Consistency: The measurement results of the WBMS should be reliable and 
repeatable over time. It depends on the sensing film, WBMS device structure 
as well as the competence in wireless communication between the reader and 
sensor [43].  
 Energy efficiency: The monitoring time essentially relies on the power 
consummation of the WBMS. Hence, rather depending on the local source of 
energy on the sensor, preference should be given to wireless powering methods 
such as inductive, capacitive, ultrasonic and light [38]. 
 Mobility: The WBMS should be small and light−weight in general, regardless 
of the types of their applications. Hence, during designing WBMS, priority 
should be given to less number of sensor components such as circuitry, chips, 
and batteries, in order to reduce the device area as well as the weight [13]. 
 Biocompatibility: As WBMS is directly in contact with human body, special 
attention should be given to sensor shape, size, and materials [38]. A smart 
solution of this is packaged with the WBMS in biocompatible materials [43]. 
 Radiation safety: Usually radio−frequencies (RF) are used to communicate 
between the reader unit and WBMS system. Hence, the electromagnetic 
radiation should be within the recommended Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) 
of the local authority. For example, in the USA the SAR limit is below 1.6 
W/kg in 1 g of tissue, whereas in Europe it is 2 W/kg in 10 g of tissue [38]. 
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2.2 Sensing and Detecting Technologies for Body Monitoring 
For this research, we have fabricated NIR detectors and humidity sensors (HSs) suitable 
for body monitoring applications. Hence, we explored different types of IR detection and 
wireless humidity sensing technologies from the literature, in search of the most 
appropriate technology and device structure for our sensors and detectors. Below we 
mentioned these different technologies. 
2.2.1 IR Detection Techniques 
First, we surveyed different IR detection technologies what we have briefly discussed in 
this section. 
2.2.1.1 MEMS−Based IR Detectors 
Thermal detection is the key mechanism for the MEMS−based IR sensors [44]. Here, 
the IR is detected by the temperature dependent physical changes. As an example, 
Figure 2-1 shows that absorption of IR changes the temperature of the absorber layer. 
Due to the difference in the thermal coefficient of the bi−material, this thermal change 
bends the actuator. Finally, this movement converted to an electrical signal. 
In this technology the IR is not directly detected, and the detection speed largely 
depends on the thermal consumption and dissipation process. Though, the MEMS−based 
IR detectors provide the cheapest solution, their response time is slower than the phonon 
detectors of other technologies [44]. 
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2.2.1.2 Semiconductor Nanowires based IR Detectors 
Recently, in the literature different type of semiconductor nanowires (NWs) are also 
reported for IR detection. These detectors either consist of ensemble NWs or single NW 
as shown in Figure 2-2 [45]. Phonon detection is the key mechanism of these devices. 
That implies, these detectors directly convert the absorbed IR photon to photo current. 
These type detectors exhibit much higher photo carrier collection efficiency. The main 
reason is, here the photo generated currents are following radially through the core of 
NW, hence do not have to face various obstacles, such as scattering, trapping, hopping 
etc. However, they are not integrable with existing Si−based TFT fabrication process. 
Therefore, they require post−fabrication integration steps. 
 
Figure 2-1: Functioning principle of a MEMS based IR detector as illustrated by Steffanson et al. [44].
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2.2.1.3 Thin−film based IR Detectors 
Like the NW based detectors, in the thin−film sensors, the IR photon is directly 
absorbed by the active semiconductor layer and converted to photo currents. The detail 
photodetection mechanism of a thin−film based photodetector is illustrated in Figure 
2-3 [46]. We can observe that, if the energy of the incident photon is larger or equal to 
the bandgap of the semiconductor film, it will be absorbed and generate an electron−hole 
(e−h) pair. These excess carries can be collected by applying a reverse bias voltage. 
However, if the energy of the photon has energy less than the band gap, it will not be 
absorbed and transmitted through the semiconductor film. 
 
(a)                                                           (b) 
Figure 2-2: NW based IR detectors as illustrated by LaPierre et al. [45]: (a) device consist of ensemble 
NWS and (b) device consist of single NW. 
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2.2.1.4  Advantages of Thin−film based Sensors 
Among these different methods, we have chosen the thin−film based sensing technology 
for the NIR detection in this thesis. As they better suit with the BMS requirements 
what mentioned in section 2.1.3. Their key advantages are: 
 Compatible with large−area manufacturing: The fabrication process of thin-
film devices is fully compatible with industrial large-area manufacturing. 
 Suitable for mass production: High volume of production is possible in low 
manufacturing cost. 
 Robust & reliable technology: This technology itself is well matured, 
consistence and widely used in the industries. 
 




 Integrable with display/TFT back panel: Ultimately, the sensors need to be 
connected with the control circuits. Here, integrable with TFT fabrication 
implies the sensors can be rapidly fabricated on top of the TFT circuits inside 
the existing Si−based TFT fabrication industries, where the widescreen 
display panel are fabricated. 
 Mechanical flexibility is achievable: For the thin film devices, mechanical 
flexibility is easily achievable that will provide extra comfort during body 
monitoring. 
2.2.2 Wireless Sensing Techniques 
In this section, we briefly described different wireless sensing technologies what we 
reviewed from the literature for our humidity sensors. 
2.2.2.1 Radio Frequency Identification based Sensors 
There are various types of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) based complementary 
metal−oxide−semiconductor (CMOS) based wireless sensors available. They use different 
sensing mechanism, such as MEMS, semiconductor sensing film, bio−chemical reaction, 
laser, etc. Usually, these active wireless devices are the integration of various components 
such as sensor, chip, battery, different CMOS circuit blocks, etc as shown in Figure 2-4 
[47]. 
Hence, RFID based sensors need post-fabrication integration steps. For the active 
sensors, the battery needs to be replaced and/or recharged that interrupt the continuous 
monitoring. Moreover, they are not suitable for large area fabrications. 
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2.2.2.2 Passive LC−type Sensors 
The passive LC−type (p−LC) sensors consist of simple and planer inductor and capacitor 
structure as shown in Figure 2-5 [48]. Thus, they do not require any integration in 
general inside the thin−film fabrication facilities. Moreover, the can perform battery free 
operations. However, as they borrow the power of operation form the reader antenna 
coil by the magnetically coupling, there sensing distance is very limited compare to the 





Figure 2-4: A RFID based CMOS humidity sensor illustrated by Deng et al. [47]: (a) the optical image, 
and (b) equivalent block digram. 
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2.2.2.3 Advantages of p−LC Sensors 
For this thesis work, we choose the p−LC sensing technology to implement our wireless 
humidity sensor. As according to the WBMS challenges mentioned in section 2.1.3, the 
p−LC sensor is comparatively a more suitable option for the long−term body monitoring 
applications. Some of their main advantages are: 
 No post−fabrication integration required that reduces prodution cost and time. 
 The device structures is very compact and light due to less number of 
components on sensor. This ensures the disposable feature as well as extra 
comfort during body monitoring.  
 The battery−less feature eliminates the operation time dependency on local 








2.3 Thin−film Deposition Techniques 
In this thesis, we have fabricated nanocrystalline silicon (nc−Si) NIR detectors and 
p−LC HSs using various thin−film deposition techniques to achieve the desired device 
performance. We briefly introduce the deposition techniques in this section. 
2.3.1 Plasma–Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition 
Plasma–enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) technique was used to deposit 
nc−Si film as a NIR absorption layer for the NIR detectors and silicon nitride (SiNX) 
film as a passivation layer for the p−LC HSs using a MVSystems multi−chamber 
PECVD system (Figure 2-6). Unlike the conventional CVD that needs high−temperature 
 
Figure 2-6: MVSystems multi−chamber PECVD system used for nc−Si and SiNx deposition. 
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process, PECVD is a low−temperature  CVD process assisted by plasma.  This 
low−temperature process is thus suitable for large−area electronics.  
 A schematic PECVD reactor is shown in Figure 2-7. The reactive gasses are flowed 
through the PECVD chamber where the two electrodes are located. These electrodes are 
separated by a small gap to form a capacitor structure. One of the electrodes is grounded 
and holds the substrates keeping a certain temperature. The other electrode is connected 
to 13.56 MHz RF power source. The plasma is ignited between the electrodes when a 
RF electric field between the electrodes is applied in the presence of the reactive gasses 
under certain process pressure and temperature. 
 Though the mechanism of plasma formation using a main precursor gas, SiH4, is very 
complicated, the basic principle is briefly described below. The free electrons in  
 
Figure 2-7: A schematic PECVD reactor [50]. 
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the chamber follow the electric field under certain deposition conditions (process pressure, 
deposition temperature, gas flow). The hot electrons collide with the SiH4 gas molecules 
and then create radicals and ions. The primary reactions by the electron impact include 
ionization, dissociation, excitation, and recombination. Among them, the dissociation of 
the gas is most important for the film growth [49]. The resulting radicals and ions from 
the primary reactions then collide with each other or with SiH4 molecules and 
subsequently form more complex species until they reach to the substrate or surface of 
the chamber. Among various radicals and ions, it is believed that the SiH3 radicals which 
are formed during the primary reactions, control the final film properties because they 
have the longest life−time and highest density inside the chamber compare to other 
radicals [49].  
 
TABLE II: 
VARIOUS PECVD PROCESS PARAMETERS AND THEIR ROLES [49]. 
Parameters Role in the deposition process 
Pressure 
- Mean free path for collisions of the gas molecules 
- Reactions at the growing surface or in the gas 
Gas flow rate - Residence time of the gas species in the reactor 
RF power 
- Rate of dissociation of the gas and therefore also the film growth 
rate 
Temperature 
- Chemical reactions on the growing surface 
- Surface mobility of radicals and adatoms 
- Hydrogen incorporation in the film 
Gas dilution 
- Rate of dissociation of the gas and therefore the film growth rate 




The neutral radicals diffuse on the surface of the substrate via the sheath region and 
experience migration, adsorption and/or chemisorption to form the Si film. Some species 
might be disassociated from the film surface, and further react with other species or 
pumped out from the chamber.  Finally, the released hydrogens in the subsurface bond 
with the Si matrix and form the device−grade bulk Si film [49]. The film quality can be 
controlled by changing process pressure, gas flow rate, RF power, deposition temperature, 
gas dilution etc. [50]. TABLE II summarizes the roles of variables in PECVD process 
[49] 
2.3.2 Sputtering 
Sputtering technique was used to deposit aluminum (Al) and ZnO films during the 
fabrication of NIR detectors and HSs using Edwards and AJA sputtering systems, 
respectively (Figure 2-8). Sputtering is a physical vapour deposition (PVD) technique. 
A schematic sputtering system is shown in Figure 2-9 [50]. There are two approaches to 
generate ions for initiating the sputtering process [51]. The first approach is an ion gun 
which is pointed towards the target. Though it is a straightforward solution, the ion 
beam sputtering system is not widely used in the industries because of its incompatibility 
with the large−scale applications [51]. The second approach is plasma as a source of 
ions. A high negative voltage is applied to the cathode, i.e., the target,  which attract 
the positively charged ions from plasma towards the target [51]. 
Argon (Ar) gas typically uses as a carrier gas during the sputtering. The process starts 








Figure 2-8: (a) Edwards and (b) AJA sputtering systems. 
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an Ar atom. This collision converts the neutral Ar to a positively charged ion, as shown 
below: 
 2Ar e Ar e       (2.1) 
The positively charged Ar accelerates towards the negatively charged target and 
sputters its atom upon collision. This atom then deposits over the substrate or the 
surface of the chamber.  
2.3.1 Spin Coating 
We coated thin polyimide (PI) layer for our NIR detectors using spin coating technique. 
The spin coating process starts by dispensing a solution fluid on the substrate surface. 
There are two methods to dispense the fluid: Static dispense and dynamic dispense. In 
 
Figure 2-9: A schematic sputtering chamber [50] 
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static dispense, the fluid is dispensed on a stationary substrate. Depending on the fluid 
viscosity and substrate size, the dispensed volume could be between 1−10 cubic cm (cc) 
[52]. However, the larger substrates require more amount of fluid to ensure the full 
surface coverage.  In dynamic dispense, the substrate is rotating at low speed ~500 rpm 
during the fluid dispensation [52]. This method results in less waste of rinse material 
because the fluid does not have to cover the full substrate surface. The dynamic dispense 
is beneficial when the fluid and/or substrate has a very poor viscosity, hence, lefts void 
area on the substrate surface in static dispense [52].  
After the dispensing step, the substrate is rotated at high speed to achieve the desired 
layer thickness. The ramp in rotation speed spreads out the fluid, and the constant high 
rotation speed makes the fluid thin evenly on the substrate. The thickness of the final 
layer depends on the viscosity of the fluid and the rotation speed [52]. Figure 2-10 shows 
the steps of a typical spin coating process [53]. 
Next, a pre−baking step is performed on a hot plate in ≤100 oC to evaporate the excess 
solvent and dries the coated layer without thinning it. Finally, a hard−baking step is 
performed on a hot plate in >100 oC to cure the coated layer and strengthen its 
resistance. The baking times are varied depending on the types and thickness of the 
  Dispense                 Spin Speed Ramp              Spin Constant Speed               Baking 
Figure 2-10: Steps of a typical spin coating process [53]. 
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layer. Details on the PI properties and curing recipe will be introduced in the section 
3.3.2 of Chapter 3. 
2.4 Summary 
In this chapter, we discussed various types of wireless body monitoring systems, their 
unique features that suit the requirements of emerging applications, and their 
implementation constraints. Then, we performed a comparative study of the existing 
sensing and detecting technology form the literature. Finally, we have described different 
thin−film deposition techniques used for this research to fabricate the sensors and 




nc−Si MSM NIR Detector 
Metal-Semiconductor-Metal (MSM) photodetectors (PDs) are of interest in large-area 
digital imaging because of their several benefits over the traditional p−i−n diodes. 
Firstly, their simple device structure and less fabrication step considerably reduce the 
fabrication cost [54]. Secondly, the lateral configuration and no need of  p+ and n+ doped 
layers also make them compatible with industrial standard amorphous silicon (a−Si) 
thin-film transistor (TFT) electronics processing [55]. Moreover, these types of detectors 
have demonstrated high speed of operation due to low capacitance and consequently 
lower RC constant time [46], [56], [57]. Hence, the lateral MSM structure is chosen for 
our near−infrared (NIR) detector. Nanocrystalline Si (nc−Si) film is preferable for IR 
absorption due to its low bandgap that enables imaging with reasonable quantum 
efficiencies at wavelengths higher than 650 nm [58]–[60]. However, in practice, the high 
dark-current (ID) of nc−Si film restricts the NIR detection sensitivity. To reduce the ID 
of the proposed MSM PD, we introduce a thin organic polyimide (PI) blocking layer 
between the nc−Si film and coplanar electrodes. 
In this chapter, we first describe the fundamental performance parameters of the MSM 
PD and the various techniques we followed for film characterization. Then, the device 
fabrication, measurement setups, and experiments outcome of the fabricated NIR PDs 
adopting the thin PI blocking layer are discussed.  
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3.1 MSM Detector 
 In MSM PD, the electrodes are connected with the active semiconductor film by 
Schottky contacts in a lateral configuration. Figure 3-1 shows a simple MSM detector 
with coplanar metal electrodes.  
Next are the brief descriptions of the key terms which determine the performance of 
the MSM PD. 
3.1.1 Dark−current 
ID is the current following through the detector under the absence of light. The proposed 
MSM PD consists of two Schottky diodes connected in series in opposite polarity order 
as shown in Figure 3-2. Once the voltage is applied to one of the electrodes, the 
corresponding diode will be in forward−bias condition, and the other one will be in 
 
Figure 3-1: A lateral MSM PD with coplanar metal electrodes on a glass substrate. 
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reverse−bias condition. As most of the voltage is dropped through the reverse−bias diode, 
the ID of the MSM PD is determined by the reverse−bias current. 
 Depending on the applied voltage, various transport mechanisms can be involved to 
generate the ID of the MSM PD, including thermal generation, release of trapped charges, 
thermionic emission, and tunneling through the junction barrier etc. [61]–[64]. Figure 
3-3 shows the band diagram of metal−semiconductor interface of a MSM detector in 
reverse−bias condition: (a) low bias and (b) high bias  [64]. Here, EV, EC, Efs, and Efm 
represent the valence band, conduction band, Fermi level of the semiconductor, and 
Fermi level of the metal, respectively. F is the direction of the applied electric field. 







      
(b) 
Figure 3-3: Dominating ID flow mechanisms using metal−semiconductor interface band diagram of a MSM 
PD : (a) low reverse−bias and (b) high reverse−bias conditions [64]. 
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Usually, trap discharge and thermal generation are the main source of ID at low 
reverse−bias condition. The electrons of the EC and extended states are swept away at 
the shallow trap states shortly after applying low revise bias. Then, due to the thermal 
release, the trapped electrons above mid band−gap acquire sufficient energy to move to 
the EC from the trap states. Next, the released electrons drift towards the applied field 
and contribute to ID [64]. However, the released electrons may be trapped again in the 
shallow trap states due to loss of energy, and the overall transport is achieved by 
multiple trap−release events (Figure 3-3(a)).   
For high reverse−bias condition, thermionic emission and tunneling are the dominant 
source of ID [64], [65]. In thermionic emission, an electron is transported to the EC over 
the metal−semiconductor barrier by thermal excitation (Figure 3-3(b)). Hence, the 
resulting ID depends on both temperature and junction barrier height. Even electrons 
with energy lower than the barrier height can be transported to the EC by quantum 
mechanical tunneling (Figure 3-3(b)). The tunneling rate depends on the barrier height 
and width as well as the thermal energy of the individual electron. 
3.1.2 Photo−current 
Photo−current (IP) is the enhanced current detected by a PD during the illumination. 
It is the most important property of a detector that determines responsivity and 
efficiency. The IP depends on various factors such as diffusion, drift, excess carrier 
recombination etc. At a low biasing condition, diffusion mechanism is dominated for the 




The IP for a single finger pair of a MSM device with spacing (s) and width (w) of the 
coplanar electrodes can be expressed as: 
 (1 )(1 ) incP




     (3.1) 
where q is the charge of an electron, R is reflectivity, t is the thickness of the film, Pinc 
is the incident optical power, h  is the energy of a photon,   is mobility−lifetime 
product, and V is applied bias. In (2.5), infinite surface recombination is assumed at the 
contacts, and the diffusion and recombination of charge are neglected at the bulk. 
Equation (2.5) also suggests a linear relationship between Ip and Pinc. 
3.1.3 Photo−sensitivity 
Photo−sensitivity (PS) defines how much a PD is sensitive to incident light. It is the 






   (3.2) 
Here, PS=1 means that the PD is not sensitive to the incident light of wavelength ( ) 
because both IP and ID are identical. Hence, the semiconductor materials with low ID and 
high IP are essential to improve PS. 
3.1.4 Response−time 
The response−time ( res ) defines how fast a PD detects the presence/absence of an 
incident light pulse. res  is the time required for the signal to rise (fall) from 10% (90%) 
to 90% (10%)  of its final value which is also known as rise (fall) time. It depends on 
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the drift time ( drift ) and diffusion time ( diffusion ) of the photo generated electron−hole 
(e−h) pairs and the RC time constant ( RC ) of the device, where R is the summation of 
series resistance and load resistance, and C is the summation of junction capacitance 
and stray capacitance of PD. The res  can be expressed as [46], [67]: 
 
2 2 2
res drift diffusion RC        (3.3) 
3.1.5 External Quantum Efficiency and Photo−responsivity 
External quantum efficiency (EQE) and photo−responsivity (PR) are the key 
performance parameters of a PD. EQE is the ratio of collected photo carriers and 
incident photon on the device, whereas PR represents the electro−optic transfer gain of 
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   (3.5) 
where phI  is the net photo−current (i.e., P DI I ). 
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3.2  Fabrication of nc−Si MSM NIR Detector with Thin PI Layer 
We have designed and fabricated nc−Si MSM PDs adopting a thin PI blocking layer to 
reduce the ID. Figure 3-4 shows (a) the schematic device structure and (b) dimensions 
of the lateral nc−Si MSM NIR detector. The interdigital Al finger structures were 
patterned inside 1 mm2 area with different finger width (w) and spacing distance (s).  
TABLE III shows the detail dimensions, and consisting layers of the devices fabricated 
for this work along with their corresponding fill factor (FF). The devices were prepared 
for various experiments with different combination of finger structure and film layer. 
The rightmost column of this table shows the corresponding FF of each of these devices. 
The FF defines the active area of the device where absorption and collection occur  
 
TABLE III: 
DEVICE DIMENSIONS, LAYERS, AND FILL FACTORS. 
Device no. 
Finger 
spacing, S  
( m ) 
Finger 
width,  w  












D1 15 10 Y − Y 60 
D2 15 10 − Y Y 60 
D3 15 10 Y Y Y 60 
D4 10 10 Y − Y 50 
D5 10 10 Y Y Y 50 
D6 5 10 Y Y Y 33 











Figure 3-4: (a) Schematic view of the lateral nc−Si MSM NIR detector with thin PI layer and (b) Photo
image of total 10 different devices fabricated on single die and inset schematic of zoomed view of 
interdigital Al finger structure in 1 mm2 area. 
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  (3.6) 
We fabricated the lateral MSM NIR detectors on 0.2 mm thick and 3” diameter 
Corning glass substrate. The fabrication process flow of nc−Si MSM NIR detector is 
summarized in Figure 3-5. We deposited the nc−Si film over the glass substrate (Figure 
3-5(a)). Next, we coated the organic PI layer on the nc−Si film (Figure 3-5(b)). Finally, 
the aluminum (Al) film was deposited and patterned as the interdigital electrodes 
(Figure 3-5(b)). 
Details of fabrication steps and layer deposition conditions are discussed next. 
3.2.1 Step 1: Deposition of nc−Si Film 
 After cleaning glass substrate using RCA−1, the substrate was loaded into a 
MVSystems plasma−enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) chamber 
(Figure 2-3) to deposit 350 nm Si thin films at 150 oC (Figure 3-5(a)). The deposition 
pressure was 1.5 torr and power density 43 mW/cm2. To achieve nc−Si, we have varied 
the H2 dilution ratio in SiH4 (RH) between 97−99% [58], [68]. Here, the RH is defined as: 
 
 







  (3.7) 






Figure 3-5: Fabrication process flow of nc−Si MSM NIR detector: (a) nc−Si film deposited on glass 






3.2.2 Step 2: Coating of PI Layer 
After deposition of the nc−Si thin film, a thin PI layer was spin−coated on top of the 
nc−Si film as a blocking layer (Figure 3-5(b)). PI shows the highest transition 
temperature of 270 oC along with a good solvent resistant, surface roughness, and 
dimension stability compared to other organic polymer materials. TABLE V shows the 
material properties of these polymers [69], [70]. Due to such good properties, the PI layer 
was selected as a robust blocking layer in our study. The commercially available thinnest 
PI solution (PI2610 of HD−MicroSystem) gives film thickness in 1 m  range. We diluted 
it with an adhesion promoter solution (T−9038) in equal volume and achieved 150 nm 
PI layer, which suppressed the IP loss caused by the thick PI layer in PDs [56],[54]. 
The diluted solution was kept in a freezer ( ~ 15 oC) and brought back to room 
temperature (RT) before the coating. TABLE VI shows the spin coating steps to achieve 
the ~150 nm thicknesses. Afterward, two−step pre−baking process was performed to 
vaporize the solvent (TABLE VII). Finally, the PI layer was cured for 2 hours at 350 o C 
(TABLE VIII). The schematic of spin coating process flow is presented in Figure 2-7.  
TABLE IV: 
















































PROPERTIES OF COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE ~100 m THICK POLYMER SUBSTRATES [69], [70].  
Properties PET PEN PI PC 
Flexibility (tensile strength, MPa) 230 200 150 75 
Elasticity (Young modulus, GPa) 2.8–3 3–5 2–3 2.4 
Thermal conductivity (W/m⋅K) 0.2 0.15 0.25 0.22 
Coefficient of thermal expansion ( m /oC) 33 20 30 66 
Transition temperature (oC) 90–100 120 270 145 
Transparency in the visible (%) >90 88 65–70 90 
Water absorption (%) 0.6 0.4 2.9 0.3 
Solvent resistance Good Good Good Poor 
Surface Roughness Poor Poor Good Good 
Dimension Stability Good Good Fair Fair 
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3.2.3 Step 3: Deposition and Patterning of Al Film 
Finally, 120 nm Al film was deposited by dc sputtering at room temperature (RT) under 
a process pressure of 32 10  torr, a RF density of 28 mW/cm2, and an Argon (Ar) flow 
of 30 sccm. The EDWARDS ESM100 SPUTTER SYSTEM (EESS) was used to deposit 
this film (Figure 2-5(a)). The deposition conditions are summarized in TABLE IX.  
A positive photoresist (AZ3312) was spin−coated on the sample and then pre−baked 
at 90 oC for 1 minute. For the mask alignment and UV exposure, a Karl−Suss MA6 mask 
aligner system was used. After the UV exposure, the sample was dipped inside AZ300 
MIF developer until it was properly developed. Next, the sample was post−baked for 1 
minute at 120 oC. TABLE X and TABLE XI summarize the UV exposure conditions 
and photoresist spin coating and curing conditions, respectively. 
TABLE IX: 




RF power density 
(mW/mm2) 




RT 32 10  28.01 30 8.5 
 
TABLE VIII: 











PAN solution, which is a solution of Phosphoric Acid, Acetic Acid, Nitric Acid, and 
DI water in a volumetric ratio of 16:1:1:2, was used to etch the Al film from the 
unwanted area of the samples. After the wet etching process, the remaining photoresist 
was stripped by the AZ−KWIK stripper at 80 oC. 
3.3 Apparatus and Measurement Setup 
Various measurement setups were used to characterize films and device performance. 
We have described them in this section.  
 To characterize the crystallinity of nc−Si films, Raman spectrometer (Renishaw 
Ramascope Dual−wavelength micro−Raman Spectrometer) was used with 632 nm 
wavelength laser as an excitation source. The film morphology was investigated using 
TABLE XI: 











900 Hard 30 5.5 6” 
 
TABLE X: 
SPIN COATING AND CURING CONDITIONS FOR AZ3312 PHOTORESIST. 
Speed 
(RPM) 
Spin time  
(s) 






500, 3000 10,30 90 120 





atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Veeco Digital Instruments Dimension 3100). A 
UV/Visible/NIR spectrometer (PerkinElmer Lambda 1050 Spectrometer) was used to 
determine the absorbance of different film layers.  The electrical current of the NIR 
detectors was measured using a semiconductor parameter analyzer (Agilent 4156C). A 
high−voltage (HV) power supply (Stanford Research Systems PS350) was used to bias 
the devices. To connect the devices with rest of the setup, a low noise microprobe station 
inside a black box was used. Figure 3-6 shows the setup to measure the ID and IP of the 
PDs as well as characterize the conductivity of nc−Si films. NIR light emitting diodes 
(LEDs) of wavelengths ( ): 740 nm, 810 nm, 840 nm, and 950 nm were used to excite 
the devices optically. To measure the optical power of these LEDs, a calibrated Si 
photodiode (Newport photo diode 918 D) with a power meter (Newport model 1931−C) 
was used. During the photo response measurements, each LED placed 4 cm above the 
NIR detector. A signal generator (Tektronix AFG3102 Dual channel function generator) 
was used to generate light pulses. 




As Agilent 4156C was not fast enough to detect light pulses of millisecond range 
periods, we used a different setup to analyze the transient response of our devices (Figure 
3-7). To observe the transient behavior of the detectors, we applied square light pulses 
of =810 nm at 100 Hz frequency and 50% duty cycle. The detectors were biased by 
the HV using the Probe1 and the output of Probe2 feed to a current to voltage amplifier 
(Keithley 427 Current Amplifier). The output of the amplifier connected to an 
oscilloscope (Tektronix model TDS 5054, 500MHz, 5 GS/s) to read out the transient 
response. 
3.4 Optimization of nc−Si Film 
 As nc−Si is the active layer for our lateral MSM PD, it plays the most important role 
in determining NIR sensitivity and photo−gain. Hence, we first optimized the nc−Si film 
through RH. 
Figure 3-7: Schematics of the setup used for transient analysis of the PDs. 
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High RH is the most convenient way to grow nc−Si film [68]; hence, we started the Si 
film deposition with RH=97%, 98%, and 99%. Raman spectra of these films are shown 
in Figure 3-8(a). These Raman spectra were deconvoluted into three curves whose peaks 
are near 480 cm-1, 520 cm-1, and 510 cm-1 using the Gaussian and Lorentzian fitting 
method that represent the amorphous, crystalline, and grain boundary phase intensity 
of the film, respectively [71]. As an example, the deconvoluted curves of the Rama 
spectra of RH=98% film are shown in Figure 3-8(b).  
Then, the peak and area information of these deconvoluted curves were used to 
calculate the film crystalline volume fraction (XC) and average grain diameter (DR) using 















  (3.9) 
where IC is the crystalline component, which defines the total area of the crystalline and 
grain boundary phase deconvoluted from the Raman spectra. And, IA is the amorphous 
component, which defines the area of the amorphous phase curve deconvoluted from the 
Raman spectra. In (2.13), B is 2.24 cm−1 nm2 and   is the difference between the 
observed sharp crystalline peak wavenumber of the Raman spectra and single crystal Si 
peak wavenumber 522 cm−1. 
From Figure 3-8(a), it is visible that the RH=97% film is purely amorphous because 







    
(b) 
Figure 3-8: (a) Raman spectra of the Si films deposited with RH=97%−99% and (b) The deconvoluted 





Figure 3-10: Dark−current (ID) and sensitivity (IP/ID) as a function of RH. 
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and 67%, respectively, and DR=4.637 nm and 6.645 nm, respectively. Figure 3-9 
illustrates that increasing RH increases XC while suppressing the film growth rate. It 
implies that the XC improves due to the selective in situ etching of amorphous phase on 
the growing Si surface by strong H2 plasma [59]. 
To optimize the nc−Si film further regarding the ID, IP, and PS, we have deposited  350 
nm nc−Si films with 97.75%  RH  98% and patterned a pair of 9 mm long co−planar Al 
electrodes in 1 mm distance on each of them by a shadow mask. These test structures 
are visually identical to the device of Figure 3-1. The layout of the mask is shown in 
Appendix C. The ID was measured at 150 V biasing condition and a =810 nm LED 
was illuminated with optical power intensity 1.81 mW/cm2 during the IP measurement. 
It is observed that increasing XC by increasing RH results in an exponential rise in ID, 
whereas the PS is decreased due to low IP (Figure 3-10). This behavior could be induced 
by high recombination centers at the grain boundaries for higher XC films [74]. Based 
on this result, we have chosen RH=97.75% film for our NIR detector whose ID is ~500 
times smaller than that of RH=98% film, thereby achieving a high PS.  Figure 3-11(a) 
and (b) show the top−view and three−dimensional AFM images of the RH=97.75% film, 
respectively. We observed that, this nc-Si film consist of small Si grains with cluster size 
around 100−200nm. The measured surface root−mean−square (RMS) roughness of this 
film is ~5nm. 
3.5 Conduction Behavior of PI Layer 
After achieving a nc−Si film with low ID, we studied the conduction characteristics of 
the thin PI layer in this section. 
 










To investigate the conduction path of the thin PI layer in our detectors, we prepared 
two test devices: D2 (TABLE III) and D2 with an additional bottom Al layer (D2’ ) and 
observed their current−voltage (I−V) characteristics in dark and light for different 
applied bias conditions between the Al electrodes. A =740 nm LED was illuminated 
during the IP measurement with 1.4 mW/cm2 intensity. The device structures and 
measurement results of these test devices are shown in Figure 3-11. For D2, we observe 
low current (~10−13−10−12 A) even at the high bias condition of 150 V, whereas for D2’, 
the very high current (~10−3−10−2 A) is observed for the low bias 2 V.  
These results suggest that the current in the D2 structure is limited by the insulating 
PI layer (the arrowed path in Figure 3-11(a)) and most of the currents in the D2’ 
structure pass through the bottom Al layer (the arrowed path in Figure 3-11(b)) for the 
D2’.  
Furthermore, we can see from Figure 3-11 that ID and IP are identical for both of the 
samples. It indicates that the PI layer does not have a substantial contribution to the 
photo generated response.  
3.6 Absorbance of nc−Si Film and PI Layer 
Understanding the optical property of nc−Si and PI single−layers, and nc−Si/PI bi−layer 
is also important to develop the NIR detector. Hence, their optical characteristics were 
studied using the absorbance measurement. 
 To observe the optical characteristics, three samples were prepared on glass 
substrates: nc−Si (350 nm), PI (150 nm), and PI (150 nm) on top of nc−Si (350 nm). 
We measured their absorbance in the NIR wavelengths =700 nm−2100 nm as shown 
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in Figure 3-12. We observe less than 5% absorbance for the PI layer that makes it 
optically very transparent in the NIR region, whereas nc−Si film shows much higher 
absorbance for entire measurement wavelengths with the absorbance peaks at near 770 
nm, 1020 nm, and 1650 nm wavelengths. In addition, the absorbance spectra of nc−Si/PI 
sample are slightly higher than those of the nc−Si sample since absorption happens twice 
inside the bi−layer. However, there is little difference in absorbance between the nc−Si 
and nc−Si/PI samples, which means that most of the incident photons on the PI layer 
will reach to the nc−Si film interface and contribute to IP generation inside the detector. 
Thus, we can state that addition of thin PI layer has a trivial effect on the optical 
property of the nc−Si/PI NIR detector.  
 
 
Figure 3-13: The absorbance spectra of nc−Si (350 nm), PI (150 nm), and PI (150 nm) on top of nc−Si
(350 nm) films at the NIR wavelengths λ=700−2100 nm. 
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 This optical measurement result of PI layer also agrees with the electrical 
measurement results of the previous section, where we observed identical IP and ID for 
the D2 and D2’ devices. 
3.7 Dark−current Characteristics of the Photodetector 
After fabrication of the lateral nc−Si MSM detector with a thin PI layer, we investigated 
first the nature of ID through different experiments. The ID of the devices without the 
PI layer was also measured to compare with that of the device with the PI layer. In the 
following subsections, we have analyzed the results of the experiment. 
3.7.1 Low Dark−current 
The ID was measured under 20−180 V biasing condition for D1 and D3, where D1 has 
only nc−Si layer and D3 has a nc−Si/PI bi−layer (TABLE III). From Figure 3-13(a), it 
is observed that the addition of thin PI layer significantly reduces the ID (up to 103−105 
times less compared with that of the device without PI layer). Hence, PI layer is believed 
to act as a blocking layer that can be explained by the energy diagram of Figure 3-13(b). 
Here, the high band−gap PI layer could reduce the tunneling probability of the carriers 
between Al and nc−Si layers, thereby resulting in a lower ID of the device.  
3.7.2 Dark−current Stability: Prolonged Bias 
ID instability introduced by the prolonged bias stress is another well−known phenomenon 
for the Schottky diode based MSM detectors due to the trapped charges over time at 




      
(a)    
 
       
(b) 
Figure 3-14: (a) The ID of two clone devices: without PI layer (D1) and with a thin PI layer (D3), and
(b) Energy band diagram of the detector with PI as a blocking layer. 
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under different biasing conditions for 1000 s and monitored the variation of ID. Figure 
3-14(c) shows that for the detector without PI (D1), the ID decreases gradually over the 
time for both 50 V and 100 V biasing conditions probably due to the trapped charges 
into the nc−Si film [76]. However, the device with PI (D3) shows stable ID with the bias 
time compared to the D1. This result also demonstrates that introduction of PI as a 
blocking layer can not only reduce but also stabilize the ID of the detector. 
3.7.3 Dark−current Recovery: after Illumination 
To investigate how the detector recovers after the illumination, the ID of D3 was 
measured before and after the 10 s light pulse by the =740 nm LED with 1.4 mW/cm2 
intensity.  The bias was on over the entire period and the wait time was set to 60 s  
 
 







Figure 3-16: (a) The ID of D3 before and after illumination for 10 s followed by a 60 s recovery time and 
(b) The timing diagram of this experiment. 
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between the light pulse and second ID measurement to exclude the photo generated 
carriers from the detector. Figure 3-15(a) illustrates the two ID measurement results and 
Figure 3-15(b) shows the timing diagram of the experiment. We can notice that there is 
no significant change in ID before and after illumination within 60 s of recovery time. It 
indicates that PD quickly resets to its initial state after operation cycles, thereby 
ensuring a stable photo response over lifetimes. 
3.8 Photo Response of the Photodetector 
Besides the ID reduction and stabilization, it is also essential to understand the effect of 
a thin PI layer on the photo response of our NIR detectors. Hence, we have analyzed 
photo response properties of our lateral MSM PD in this section. 
3.8.1 Photo−current Characteristics 
To perceive the nature of IP, we have analyzed the I−V characteristics of D5 that consist 
of a thin PI layer under the 20−200 V bias conditions. A =740 nm LED with 1.4 
mW/cm2 intensity was illuminated during the IP measurement.  
We notice from the linear scale plot of Figure 3-16(a) that the IP of D5 does not have 
a linear relationship with the voltages. To comprehend this, we have studied the 
conduction mechanism of the proposed MSM NIR detector. It is showed in the previous 
section that current does not flow laterally through the PI layer (the red arrow path in 
Figure 3-11(a)) because of the high resistivity and longer path. For the fabricated 
nc−Si/PI detector, the current flows from R1 to R3 via R2 as shown in Figure 3-16(b). 









Figure 3-17: (a) I−V characteristics of the IP of D5 in linear scale and (b) The conduction path of the 
proposed NIR detector where R1 and R3 represent the vertical resistance of 150 nm PI layer and R2 is 
the lateral resistance of the nc−Si film. 
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channel resistance of the NIR active nc−Si film. At the steady state and dark condition, 
R2 is high and comparable with R1 and R3. All of the current−flow−paths thus 
contribute to the bias voltage drop. However, during the illumination, R2 decreases 
rapidly due to the photo generated charges inside the nc−Si film. Most of the biasing 
voltage will be thus dropped through the PI layer (i.e., R1 and R3). As a result, 50−150 
V applied bias will create 1.67−5 MV cm−1 electric field on the 150 nm PI layer vertically.  
N. R. Tu et al. investigated conduction of the PI layer inside the 
metal−PI−semiconductor device and demonstrated that at high electric field (>1.4 MV 
cm−1) PI starts to conduct due to the Fowler−Nordheim type tunneling injection of 
electrons [77].  Therefore, we assume that bias  50 V creates enough electric field ( 
1.67 MV cm−1) to vertically conduct the PI layer of D5 under illumination and 
consequently causes high current flow (Figure 3-16(a)). 
3.8.2 Photo Sensitivity Characteristics 
To study the impact of PI layer on the device PS (IP/ID), we have measured the I−V 
characteristics of two devices of D4 and D5 (TABLE III) in the dark and illuminated 
conditions under the 20−200 V bias conditions. A  =740 nm LED with 1.4 mW/cm2 
intensity was used during the IP measurements.   
Figure 3-17(a) shows the comparison of two devices of D4 and D5. We observe 
improved photo gain for the D5 (nc−Si/PI bi−layer) compared to that of D4 (single 









Figure 3-18: (a) I−V characteristics of the IP and ID of D4 and D5 and (b) Comparison of the PS of D4
and D5, and the inset shows photo response of D1 and D3 for a 10 s light pulse in 100 V biasing condition.
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(nc−Si/PI) has ~200 times more sensitivity than that of D4 (single nc−Si layer). The PS 
of D5 reaches its peak near at 60 V and then gradually decreases as IP of D5 tends to 
saturate, whereas ID is still rising at 60−100 V (Figure 3-17(a)). However, for bias>100 
V, PS of D5 becomes constant (~120) as ID and IP are saturated (Figure 3-17(a)). This 
stable sensitivity is a desirable feature since the operating range of detector should be 
independent of small variations in voltage. Thus, the proposed MSM detector ensures a 
high dynamic range of operation (i.e., able to be operated at a wide range of high 
voltages).  
The inset of Figure 3-17(b) shows that for a 10 s light pulse (=740 nm, 1.4 mW/cm2) 
and a 100 V applied bias, D3 (nc−Si/PI bi−layer) has a better distinguishable response 
than that of D1 (single nc−Si layer) due to the high PS introduced by the PI layer. 
3.8.3 PI/nc−Si Interface Characteristics 
The nc−Si/PI interface during illumination also plays an important role in the proposed 
MSM NIR detector as significant charge trapping at the interface can degrade the device 
performance. To confirm that most of the photo generated carriers tunnel through the 
PI layer during illumination, we exposed D3 under a periodic light pulse (=810 nm, 
1.81 mW/cm2) with the pulse width 20 s and period 50 s at applied bias 100−150 V as 
shown in Figure 3-18.  
Continuous charge trapping at the nc−Si/PI interface creates an internal electric field 
against the bias voltage electric field that gradually reduces the IP collection efficiency, 
causing non−uniform device response during the consecutive photo pulses [54]. We find 
identical and repeatable IP amplitudes in the response of continuous light pulses for 
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various applied biases as shown in Figure 3-18. This result indicates that no significant 
charge accumulation happens at the nc−Si/PI interface. 
3.9  Performance Analysis of the Photodetector with PI Layer 
In this section, various photo response performance parameters of our PDs are analyzed, 
like External quantum efficiency (EQE), photo−responsivity (PR), linearity, response 
time etc. 
3.9.1 External Quantum Efficiency and Photo−responsivity 
In Figure 3-19(a), experimentally calculated EQE and PR of D3 are shown as a function 
of bias voltage for three different wavelengths: 740 nm (1.4 mW/cm2), 850 nm  
 
 
Figure 3-19: The response of D3 on periodic photo pulses with the pulse width 20 s and period 50 s for
100−150 V biasing conditions. 
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(a) 
      
(b) 
Figure 3-20: (a) EQE and PR of D3 for three different λ: 740 nm (1.4 mW/cm2), 850 nm (1.27 mW/cm2), 
and 950 nm (1.84 mW/cm2) LEDs as a function of bias voltage and (b) EQE and PR of D5, D6, and D7
for λ=740 nm (1.4 mW/cm2) LED as a function of bias voltage. 
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(1.27 mW/cm2), and 950 nm (1.84 mW/cm2). As expected, we observe that both EQE 
and PR increase with the bias. D3 achieves maximum EQE ~35% and PR ~250 mA/W 
for the  740 nm light source where the nc−Si film has one of the absorbance peaks 
(Figure 3-12). The maximum EQE is ~15% for the   850 nm light source as the 
absorbance of the nc−Si film is gradually observed to decrease after  770 nm (Figure 
3-12). Though the  950 nm LED has a little bit higher optical intensity, we witness 
maximum EQE ~5% due to low nc−Si absorbance as well as relatively higher PI 
absorbance in that wavelength region (Figure 3-12). 
Figure 3-19(b) shows the EQE and PR for different fill factor (FF) devices of D5 
(FF=50%), D6 (FF=33%), and D7 (FF=67%) as a function of the bias voltage. We 
note that EQE and PR decrease while increasing device FF. In fact, FF is the normalized 
total nc−Si channel length (i.e., summation of the length of all R2 resistors/total device 
length as shown in Figure 3-16(b) inset and Figure 3-4(b)) of our MSM lateral devices. 
Hence, higher FF means that under applied bias, the current has to pass longer resistive 
path through the nc−Si film that eventually reduces the efficiency of the devices [78]. 
3.9.2 Linearity with Optical Intensity 
For most of the photo detection applications, linearity of detector response is desirable 
with the change of optical power [54], [79]. To study the linearity with optical intensity, 
we investigated the response of D3 at different optical power intensities achieved by the 








Figure 3-21: (a) IP of λ=740 nm LED as a function of optical power and (b) The relation between PR
and Optical power for λ=740 nm LED. 
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Form this figure, a good linearity is observed in IP for the 0.7−2 mW/cm2 incident optical 
powers. It ensures wide operation range of our PDs regarding the optical intensity. We 
also measured the corresponding PR of D3 at those different incident optical powers, 
which are presented in Figure 3-20(b). The device PR is observed to increase gradually 
with the increased optical power as well. 
3.9.3 Response Time 
To study the response time ( res ) of our MSM detectors with PI layer, we performed 
transient analysis of D1 and D3 under different bias voltages for a periodic light (  =810 
nm, 1.81 mW/cm2) pulse with 5 ms pulse width and 50% duty cycle. The normalized 
result is shown in Figure 3-21 and also summarized in TABLE XII. 
 From Figure 3-21 and TABLE XII, it is noted that the device with no PI (D1) has 
rise (fall) time of 1.83 ms (2.72 ms), whereas the device with PI (D3) is measured to be 
0.73 ms (1.82 ms). We believe that this significant improvement in res  results from the 
additional PI layer between the figure electrodes and nc−Si film. This introduces large 
junction capacitance in series with the capacitance of the nc−Si film that eventually 
TABLE XII: 










D1 − 100 1.83 2.72 
D3 Y 100 0.73 1.82 
D3 Y 125 0.85 1.77 




reduces the total capacitance ( totalC ) of the PDs. Consequently, it results in faster rising 
and falling times (as res RC totalC   ) [80]. 
Furthermore, we observe from the Figure 3-21 and TABLE XII that the fall time of 
D3 improves from 1.82 ms to 1.47 ms when the bias voltage ( biasV ) is increased from 100 
V to 150 V. This behavior results from the fact that in higher bias, the excess e−h pairs 
drif faster through the depletion channel that leads to achieve faster response time (i.e., 
1res drift biasV   ). For all of these measurements, we find that the fall time is 1.5−2.5 
times slower than its rise time because the channel resistance ( chR ) of the active nc−Si 
film is very high in the dark, which slows down the response time (as res RC chR   ) [80]. 
 
Figure 3-22: Transient response of D1 at 100 V bias and D3 at 100−150 V biases for a periodic 5 ms light 




In this chapter, we have presented a lateral MSM NIR detector, where nc−Si was used 
as the active film for NIR absorption. To reduce the ID, we have introduced a thin 
organic PI layer. The optical measurement showed that most of the photons incident on 
top of PI layer reaches to the underneath nc−Si film and contributes to photo carrier 
generation in our devices at the NIR wavelengths (700−2100 nm). The experimental 
results showed that the PI layer reduces the ID up to 103−105 times and also improves 
the ID stability significantly. We also note that the PS of the PDs with PI layer were 
~200 times more than that of the device without PI layer, which results in better photo 
response for the light pulses of low intensity. The uniform and repeatable responses of 
periodic photo pulse indicated no significant charge trapping at the PI/nc−Si interface 
of the proposed PD. The proposed PD achieved 35−15% of EQE for the LEDs of 
λ=740−850 nm. A linear photo response was observed for the incident optical power 
intensity 0.7−2 mW/cm2 that ensures a wide operation range of our PDs. The transient 
response analysis showed that the proposed device had rise (fall) time as 0.98 ms (1.47 
ms) for the 150 V biasing condition and the res  of PD with PI layer was 2.5 times faster 




ZnO Humidity Sensor with  
LC integration 
Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a very promising metal−oxide material for the semiconductor devices 
such as thin-film transistors and solar cells. This material is also well known for wide 
range of different gas sensing properties [81], [82]. In particular, the ZnO film is sensitive 
to humidity, which makes it suitable for the humidity sensor (HS) of various applications 
[83]–[85]. Furthermore, the passive LC−type (p−LC) sensor has great potential for the 
continuous body monitoring applications due to their wireless battery−free sensing 
operation.  Hence, it is enthralling to study a p−LC HS adopting thin ZnO film as a 
hygroscopic active layer. 
In this chapter,  we start with the humidity adsorption process on the ZnO film. Then, 
we explain the working principle of the passive LC−type (p−LC) sensors briefly. After 
that, we describe the optimized device dimension for the p−LC ZnO HS and the 
associated reader antenna coil, the fabrication steps, and the measurement set−ups used 
for the experiments. Finally, the experimental results are analyzed and compared with 
existing p−LC HS reported in the literature.  
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4.1 Humidity Sensing Mechanism of ZnO 
The wide band−gap semiconductor ZnO exhibits humidity sensitivity [86]. According to 
the adsorption model proposed by Morimoto et al., the first water molecule (WM) 
chemically adsorbs on ZnO surface and consequently forms surface hydroxyl groups [87]. 
The next WM physically adsorbs between two adjacent hydroxyl groups of the first 
stage, thus cannot move freely. The later WMs will gradually form more layers on top 
of the first physically adsorbed WM layer as shown in Figure 4-1(a). These later layers 
of WMs are less organized and have more freedom to move back and forth since most 
of them only connect with a single hydrogen bond. The WM order of the first physically 
adsorbed layer gradually disappears when more WM layer accumulates on top. It finally 
becomes almost identical to the bulk liquid water where protons can freely tunnel 
through the WMs and cause electrical conduction by Grotthuss mechanism (Figure 
4-1(b)) [86], [88].  
Based on this model, ZnO film in the environmental atmosphere can be considered as 
a sandwich of two layers: ZnO layer with dielectric constant ZnO  and very thin 
conductive water layer on top of the ZnO with dielectric constant 
2H O
 . The thickness 
of this water layer increases with increasing relative humidity (RH) of the environment. 
Looyenga has proposed an empirical expression that defines the equivalent  dielectric 
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Figure 4-1: (a) WM adsorption steps on  ZnO surface based on the model proposed by Morimoto et al. in
[87] and (b) Brief illustration of the Grotthuss mechanism [86]. 
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Here,  is the fractional volume of the water layer on top of the ZnO surface due to 
humidity. As a change of RH changes  , it is expected from (4.1) that the EQ  will be 
also changed proportionately. 
4.2 Passive LC−type Sensors for Wireless Monitoring 
In chapter 2, we have demonstrated the advantages of p−LC sensors for body monitoring 
applications. For a better understanding on the p−LC sensors, here we review the 
fundamental sensing principle of the p−LC sensors followed by a circuit model analysis. 
4.2.1 Functioning Principle of p−LC Sensor 
The p−LC sensor is a prominent candidate for the longtime monitoring applications due 
to its straightforward structure that makes the fabrication cheaper and the inherited 
battery−free feature that enables extended operation time [13]. An LC sensor typically 
consists of an inductor (LS) and a variable capacitor (CS). Here, the CS is sensitive to 
physical parameters such as temperature, humidity, pressure, strain, etc [13]. Change of 
one of these parameters changes the dielectric property (εEQ) of CS. The change of CS on 
the sensor consequently changes the resonance frequency ( RESf ), which is detected by 
the magnetically coupled reader coil. The functional block diagram of a p−LC sensor is 
illustrated in  
Figure 4-2.  
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To verify the validity of this functional diagram, we perform a circuit model analysis 
of p−LC reader−sensor model next. 
4.2.2 Circuit Model of p−LC Sensor 
A simplified circuit model of a p−LC sensor is shown in Figure 4-3(a). The sensor will 
be coupled to the reader coil magnetically (M) when it is inside the sensing distance. 
Figure 4-3(b) shows the equivalent circuit of this model. Here, ZIN is the total impedance 
of the reader−sensor system, and ZS is the reflected impedance of the sensor. These 
impedances can be mathematically expressed as [12], [90]: 













  (4.3) 
where   is the angular frequency of reader’s ac source, RR  and RL  are the series 
resistance and inductance of reader antenna coil, respectively and M is the mutual 
inductance between RL  and SL . From  (4.2) and (4.3), we note that when the 
reader−sensor units are inside the coupling range (i.e., 0M  ), SZ will be non−zero and 
Figure 4-2: Functional block diagram of a passive LC sensor. 
Change of 
Environment











summed up with INZ . This SZ  depends on CS  according to (4.3) and  CS  changes with 
the variation of εEQ, since the total capacitance (CS) of the sensor can be expressed with 
a first order approximation as [11]: 




Figure 4-3: (a) Simplified circuit model of a p−LC reader−sensor system and (b) its equivalent circuit. 
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where 0  is the vacuum dielectric constant, StrayC  is the parasitic capacitance, and 
depends on the geometry of the electrodes. 
Therefore, it is deducted from (4.2)−(4.4) that the ZIN will be changed eventually when 
εEQ changes due to the alteration of physical parameters, such as temperature, humidity, 
pressure, strain, etc. 
4.3 Fabrication of p−LC ZnO Humidity Sensor 
After comprehending the humidity sensing mechanism of ZnO film, the geometric 
dimension and structure of the p−LC ZnO HS were tuned for a suitable sensor sensitivity 
using ANSYS® HFSS, which is discussed in detail in Appendices A. The optimized 
dimension of our LC sensors is shown in TABLE XIII. The cross−sectional schematic of 
the proposed integrated wireless HS is shown in Figure 4-4(a). Figure 4-4 (b) and Figure 
4-4(c) show the schematic top view of the device and the photo image of the top view 
of the HS after fabrication, respectively.  
 
TABLE XIII: 
GEOMETRIC DIMENSIONS OF LC HUMIDITY SENSOR OPTIMIZED BY ANSYS

 HFSS 
Inductor (LS) Capacitor (CS) 
Type= Spiral (octagonal) 
Total turn= 7 
Inner radius = 11.5 mm 
Radius change/turn= 0.5 mm 
Metal line width= 200 m   
Finger width = 200 m  
Finger spacing= 200 m  
Type= Interdigital 
Fingers/electrode=18 










Figure 4-4: (a) Schematic cross−sectional view, (b) Top view of the proposed p−LC HS, and (c) Photo 
image of fabricated HS on 3” Corning glass wafer. 
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We fabricated the p−LC HS on 3” diameter Corning glass substrate. The fabrication 
process flow of p−LC ZnO HS is summarized in Figure 4-5. The substrate was cleaned 
using RCA−1 method before the film deposition. Then, we deposited aluminum (Al) 
film and patterned the bottom metal line using the Mask−1 (Figure 4-5(a)). Next, the 
amorphous silicon nitride (SiNx) film was deposited as a passivation layer, where two 
vias were opened to access the bottom Al line using the Mask−2 (Figure 4-5(b)). After 
that, another Al film was deposited and patterned to define the LC structure of the 
device using the Mask−3 (Figure 4-5(c)). Finally, the ZnO film was deposited and 
patterned using the Mask−4 to define the active device area (Figure 4-5(d)). 
Details of fabrication steps and layer deposition conditions are discussed from bottom 
to top sequence. 
4.3.1 Step 1: Deposition and Patterning of Bottom Al Film 
The process started with deposition of 100 nm bottom Al film by dc sputtering in the 
EDWARDS ESM100 SPUTTER SYSTEM (EESS) (Figure 2-8(a)) under the deposition 
conditions mentioned in TABLE IX. Then, AZ3312 photoresist was coated and 
developed on the Al film by following the steps and conditions stated in TABLE XI and 
TABLE X.  Finally, the exposed Al film was etched by PAN solution to pattern the 
bottom metal line and the photoresist on the Al film was stripped by AZ−KWIK stripper 
(Figure 4-5(a)). 
4.3.2 Step 2: Deposition and Via Opening of SiNX Film 
Next, the sample was loaded to a PECVD chamber of the MVSystems multi−chamber 







Figure 4-5: Fabrication process flow of p−LC ZnO HS: (a) Deposited Al film and patterned the bottom 
metal line by Mask−1, (b) Deposited SiNx film and opened vias by Mask−2, (c) Deposited Al film and 
patterned the LC structure of device by Mask−3, and (d) Deposited ZnO film and defined the device 
active area by Mask−4. 
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(SiH4), Ammonia (NH3), and Hydrogen (H2) gas mixture in 1:4:8 ratio. The deposition 
temperature, pressure, and power density were 150 oC, 1 torr, and 107.64 mW/cm2, 
respectively. The SiNx deposition condition is summarized in TABLE XIV. 
Then, to coat and develop the photoresist, we followed the procedures as described in 
TABLE XI and TABLE X, respectively. To open the vias, we performed wet etching 
using a 10% HF solution. After that, the photoresist was stripped by the AZ−KWIK 
striper (Figure 4-5(b)). 
4.3.3 Step 3: Deposition and Patterning of Top Al Film 
Next, a 100 nm Al film was deposited in EESS for the same conditions mentioned in 
step 1 and TABLE IX. Then, AZ3312 photoresist was coated and developed on the Al 
film following the steps and conditions mentioned in TABLE XI and TABLE X, 
respectively.  Afterward, the exposed Al film was etched by PAN and the photoresist 
on the Al film was stripped by AZ−KWIK stripper. It is noted from Figure 4-4(a) and 
(b) that the top Al layer mainly defines the device structure (i.e., the shape of the 
octagonal inductor coil and interdigital capacitor) and connects with the bottom Al layer 
through the vias to complete the LC resonator circuit (Figure 4-5(c)). 
TABLE XIV: 























4.3.4 Step 4: Deposition and Patterning of ZnO Film 
A 150 nm ZnO film was deposited on the top Al contact by sputtering at room 
temperature under a process pressure of 
35 10 torr and an RF power density of 
4.93 W/cm2 using AJA sputtering system (Figure 2-8(b)).  During the ZnO deposition, 
Ar and O2 gases were flowed at 12 sccm and 0.5 sccm, respectively. The ZnO deposition 
conditions are summarized in TABLE XV. 
Then, AZ3312 photoresist was coated and developed on the ZnO film according to the 
steps and conditions mentioned in TABLE XI and TABLE X.  Finally, the exposed 
ZnO film was etched to define the active region over the Al interdigital structure by a 
0.5% Hydrochloric acid (HCl) solution. Finally, the photoresists were stripped by 
AZ−KWIK stripper (Figure 4-5(d)).  
4.4 Fabrication of Reader Antenna Coil 
Besides the LC sensors, we also fabricated a spiral (circular) planar antenna on a printed 
circuit board (PCB) for reading the sensor signal wirelessly as shown in Figure 4-6. The 
metal lines were defined by 2 Oz of copper (Cu) and the insulating layer was FR−4. 
Two Sub−Miniature version A (SMA) connectors were soldered at the edges of the PCB 
TABLE XV: 



















to make antenna coil accessible to data reading unit. Before fabrication, the geometric 
dimension and structure of the antenna were defined and tuned by ANSYS® HFSS for 
an optimum reading distance, which is discussed in Appendices A. The final dimension 
of our antenna is shown in TABLE XVI. 
4.5 HS Measurement Setup 
After the fabrication of ZnO p−LC sensor and reader antenna coil, we have prepared a 
setup for the wireless measurement of p−LC ZnO HS. The complete measurement set−up 
 
   
Figure 4-6: Fabricated planer inductive coil antenna on PCB to read sensor signal wirelessly. 
TABLE XVI: 
GEOMETRIC DIMENSIONS OF READER ANTENNA COIL OPTIMIZED BY ANSYS

 HFSS. 
Planer Inductor (LR) 
Type= Spiral (circular) 
Total turn= 5 
Inner radius = 12 mm 
Radius change/turn= 1 mm 




of our HS is presented in Figure 4-7(a) and its equivalent circuit model is set−up of our 
HS is presented in Figure 4-7(a) and its equivalent circuit model is shown in Figure 
4-7(b). The magnitude of total impedance (|ZIN|) of the reader−sensor system was 
measured using an Agilent 4395A Network/Spectrum/Impedance (NSI) analyzer. The 
PCB reader antenna was connected to the NSI analyzer by cables and placed on height 
adjustable stands inside a Tenney BTRC oven that can control both the RH and 










sections, we varied one of three parameters: reader−sensor distance (h), RH, and T. To 
detect even the small change in INZ , we performed frequency scanning in the NSI 
analyzer around the INZ  peak where the self−resonance frequency ( Rf ) of the reader 
antenna coil is positioned [91], [9]. 
4.6 Reading Distance of p−LC Humidity Sensor 
4.6.1 Objective 
The p−LC sensors acquire a small portion of power from the reader unit and perform 
the sensing operation only when they are sufficiently close to each other to be coupled. 
It is very important to determine their sensing distance, which is usually in several mm 
range [12], [92]. Therefore, we investigated the effect of the sensing distance on the p−LC 
HS performance. The experimental procedures and the analyzed results are discussed 
below. 
4.6.2 Experimental Methodology 
For the sensing distance experiments, we set T=45 oC and RH=60% at the oven and 
monitored the change of INZ  for various h. We first measured INZ  without any sensor 
near the reader antenna coil for scanning frequency span ( scanf ) from 158 MHz to 
172 MHz and then determined the Rf  (i.e., the INZ  peak) from the scanning frequency 
(fscan) vs. INZ  plot. After that, we repeated this measurement procedure after placing 
the p−LC HS at different h=5−25 mm. 
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4.6.3  Results and Discussions 
Figure 4-8 shows INZ  as a function of fscan for different h=5−25 mm and TABLE XVII 
summarizes the analyzed result of Figure 4-8. For the no−sensor condition, INZ  has a 
peak at 161.8 MHz, which is the Rf . It is observed that with increasing h from 5 mm to 
21 mm, Rf  gradually shifts from 167.9 MHz to 162.8 MHz along with increasing INZ  
peak. For 25h  mm, Rf  is close to its no−sensor position (~162MHz), which means that 
the presence of sensor is almost indistinguishable to the reader unit.  
As a result, we can say that the maximum h of our fabricated wireless HS is <25 mm. 
The range of 9 mm h  17 mm ensures the optimum sensor performance as INZ  peaks 
are neither too sharp (where high−resolution scanf  is required for peak detection) nor too 
flat (where peak distribution in different RH conditions is wide, hence very close to each 
other).  
According to (4.2) and (4.3), this type of Rf  shift is expected. From (4.3), we can see 
that sensor reflected impedance (
SZ ) depends on only M  at a steady atmospheric 
condition where LS, CS, and RS are constant. As M  depends on h  inversely [92], [93], 
it can be stated from (4.2) that SZ  contributes more to INZ  change for the smaller h . 
It changes the amplitude as well as the position of the |
INZ | peak, which results in a shift 





Figure 4-8: INZ as a function of scanf  for h=5−25 mm at T=45oC and RH=60%. 
TABLE XVII: 
INZ  PEAKS SHIFTED FOR DIFFERENT READER-SENSOR DISTANCE. 
Reader−Sensor distance, h 
(mm) 


















4.7 Sensitivity of p−LC Humidity Sensor 
4.7.1 Objective 
In the previous section, we analyzed the wireless reading distance of p−LC HS. However, 
there was no information on the sensing behavior of fabricated HS. Hence in this section, 
we have studied the sensitivity (i.e., /Rf RH  ) of the HS, which states how much Rf  
shifts for every 1% of RH change. The experimental procedures of this analysis and their 
corresponding results are discussed below. 
4.7.2 Experimental Methodology 
For the sensitivity experiments, we set the T=45 oC and h=13 mm, and monitored the 
change of INZ  for various RH of the oven chamber. The INZ  was measured for scanf
=158−172 MHz in RH=30−90% conditions. Then, we determined the corresponding Rf  
from the | |INZ  vs. Scanf  plot.  
4.7.3 Results and Discussions 
All the | |INZ  vs. Scanf  plots acquired from these experiments are overlaid in Figure 
4-9(a). It is seen that Rf moves gradually from 160.2 MHz to 157.3 MHz when RH 
increases from 30% to 90%, respectively. A gradual decrement of the amplitude of | |INZ  
peak is also observed with increasing RH value. The reason we believe is that while 
increasing the humidity, the overall resistance of the sensor and the parasitic resistance 









Figure 4-9: (a) INZ as a function of scanf  for different RH=30−90% at T=45 oC and h=13 mm, and (b)
RH sensitivity of the proposed LC sensor for different RH values. 
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the real components of INZ  and causes INZ  amplitude alteration. However, in this 
thesis, we only focus on frequency shift because amplitude is more prone to noise and 
distortion for the wireless systems.  Since T and h are constant during the experiment, 
we understand from (4.2) and (4.3) that this shift of | |INZ  peak is related to the change 
of the capacitance of the interdigital ZnO capacitor (CS) with the change in humidity 
concentration due to EQ RH  and S EQC  . 
Figure 4-9(b) shows the analyzed sensitivity (SRH) of the HS for different RH 
conditions. We find SRH=93.33 kHz/1%RH between RH=75−90%, which is ~7 times 
more than that of RH=30−45% (SRH=13.33 kHz/1%RH). It implies that the sensitivity 
of the HS is higher when thicker water layer is formed over the ZnO film; as Bernard 
demonstrated that for RH>40% the water layer starts to condense on the capillary pores 
and electrolytic conduction starts in addition to the protonic conduction described in  
Figure 4-1 [94], [95]. This combined conduction process causes a faster change of  EQ  
under higher RH condition, thereby increasing the SRH. 
4.8 Reading Accuracy of p−LC Humidity Sensor 
4.8.1 Objective 
To investigate the sensor reliability, i.e., data reading accuracy, was our next objective 
after observing a good h and SRH for the fabricated p−LC ZnO HS. In this section, we 
have analyzed the RH reading resolution as well as the reading error percentage of the 




4.8.2 Experimental Methodology 
To correlate the shift of Rf  with RH, we have plotted the experimental data from the 
Rf  vs. RH plot (Figure 4-10). Next, the experimental data points were fitted by the 
following expression, where the coefficient of determination (R2) is calculated as 0.984: 
 2 3 5(%) 7.05 (in MHz) 2.22 10 (in MHz) 1.75 10R RRH f f         (4.5) 
Then, we set five different RH conditions between 30−90% inside the oven chamber 
and measured the corresponding RH reading from our HS using the (4.5). The other two 
parameters T=45 oC and h=13 mm were fixed during the measurements. 
 
Figure 4-10: Exponential fitting of the experimental Rf  for RH=30−90%. 
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4.8.3 Results and Discussions 
The results of this experiment are summarized in TABLE XVIII, which shows a good 
agreement between the setup RH and measured RH by the HS where the overall RH 
resolution (ΔRHmax) is ±3.73%. For RH45%, we observe that RH resolution and reading 
error of sensor are comparatively high, probably due to the smaller SRH. Both of them 
improve when SRH is increased by several times for the RH ≤45% condition.  
4.9 Temperature Dependency of p−LC Humidity Sensor 
4.9.1 Objective 
T is one of the external factors that could alter operational properties of the 
semiconductor devices. It is known from the literature that ZnO film also changes its 
dielectric property with the change of T [12], [96]. In order to investigate the HS 
performance for different T, we studied the impact of temperature change on the RH 
reading of our fabricated HS in this section. The experimental procedures and the 
analyzed results are discussed below. 
TABLE XVIII: 
RH  READING ACCURACY OF THE FABRICATED HS MEASURED USING (4.5) 
RH set point 
(%) 
Sensor’s RH reading 
(%) 














 3.73 (RH  45%) 









4.9.2 Experimental Methodology 
For the experiments, we set h=13 mm and monitored the corresponding Rf  in 
RH=30−90% environments for a range of different T=0−75 oC. Then, these data were 
analyzed to investigate the temperature dependency of the HS. 
4.9.3 Results and Discussions 
We observe from Figure 4-11(a) that Rf  shifts down to lower frequencies with 
increasing T at constant RH and the shift−down of Rf is increased with increasing RH. 
It implies that the HS sensitivity increases slowly with the increment of T as the ZnO 
film also changes its dielectric property with the change of T [12], [96].  
To visualize the nature of this T dependent sensitivity, we have rearranged the Rf
points of RH=45%, 60%, and 75% in a T vs. Rf  plot as shown in Figure 4-11(a). It 
shows a very linear relationship for all the RH conditions.  From the slope of the 
concatenated data, it is apparent that Rf shifts on average 72.93 kHz for every 1
 oC 
change, which further implies that ±3 oC drift from the T of calibration of (4.5) (ΔTCal) 
will cost additional ~5% RH resolution. Hence, from Figure 4-11, we can state that our 









Figure 4-11: (a) Rf  changes with RH for different T and (b) Change of Rf  with T for different RH. 
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4.10 Frequency Scan Interval of p−LC Humidity Sensor 
4.10.1 Objective 
Small scanf  interval ( intfS ) ensures better reading precision for a sensor and consequently 
increases the sensor sensitivity. However, it limits the response time of the overall 
reader−sensor system because of the prolonged processing time [93], [97], [98]. To achieve 
a good trade−off between the data reading accuracy and data processing time, in this 
section an optimum intfS for our wireless reader−sensor system is analyzed 
experimentally. 
4.10.2 Experimental Methodology 
For the scanning interval experiments, we set T=45 oC and h=13 mm. Then, we set 
various RH set−points inside the oven between RH=30−90% and measured the 
corresponding Rf  by our HS for different frequency scan interval intfS =1 MHz, 500 
kHz, 400 kHz, and 300 kHz. After that, the measured Rf  was converted to the 
corresponding RH using the equation (4.5).  
4.10.3 Results and Discussions 
It is observed from Figure 4-12 that the HS cannot differentiate any RH that is below 
60% for intfS >500 kHz and can detect minimum 45% of RH effectively for intfS ≥400 kHz.  
It was noted previously in Figure 4-9(b) that the SRH of the HS in RH=30−45% is several 
times smaller than that of the RH 45%. We believe that it causes the Rf of RH=30% 
and 45% to be positioned very close to each other on the frequency axis and become 
undifferentiable for the large intfS . However, for intfS ≤300 kHz we observe that all the 
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RH readings between 30−90% are well distinguishable. Hence, we find that 300 kHz is 
the optimum intfS of our HS where the average reading error does not exceed 2.36%. It 
should be noted that the average reading errors represented in Figure 4-12 are mainly 
dictated by the high reading errors of 30% and 45% RH as we already observed in 
TABLE XVIII. 
4.11 Performance Comparison of p−LC Humidity Sensor 
In the previous sections, we have characterized the proposed p−LC HSs controlled by 
various performance factors such as wireless reading distance, sensitivity, RH reading 
accuracy, temperature dependency, and optimum frequency scan interval. However, to 
comprehend the advantages of our device, performances should be compared with state 
 
Figure 4-12: Sensitivity decreases and RH reading error increases for the high intfS . 
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of the art p−LC HSs. Hence, the performance of proposed HS is compared with some of 
the prospective p−LC HSs reported in the up−to−date literature in this section.   
It is seen from TABLE XIX that none of these sensors require a local power source, i.e., 
the built−in feature of the p−LC sensor, which makes them suitable for continuous 
monitoring applications without the hassle of battery recharge/replace. Apart from this, 
other factors such as no readout circuits and chip on the sensor, and no post−fabrication 
integration steps, play a significant role in determining the volume and weight as well 
as the production cost, which are critical for body monitoring applications. The CMOS 
based HS proposed by Dominic et al. in [11] contains a chip on the sensor that consumes 
more power because of the internal communication between different circuit modules. 
For the other CMOS based designs proposed by Timothy et al. in [28] and Cong et al. 
in [12], chips on the sensor are not required; however, they need additional 
post−fabrication steps to wire bond/solder their circuits with the sensors. As shown in 
TABLE XIX, our proposed ZnO based HS does not require any circuit module or chip 
on the sensor, thereby requiring no post−fabrication integration. 
On the other hand, Ee Lim et al. [99] and Xiaodong et al. [100] fabricated p−LC HSs 
using all printed technologies. The device of [100] has the widest RH detection range 
(10−90%); however, the largest device area (i.e., 104 mm2) and shortest sensing distance 
(i.e., 3mm) make it impractical for most of the applications of our interest. While [99] 
is free from these limitations, it cannot detect RH above 65%. Similarly, [11] has 30 mm 
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(27−35 oC) are limited compared to the proposed ZnO based p−LC HS. Devices presented 
in [27] and [28] have slightly better RH resolution than our HS, but the low sensitivity 
outperforms them (i.e., respectively 8 kHz/1%RH and 4−16 kHz/1%RH). 
Based on comparison with the other devices presented in TABLE XIX, our proposed 
p−LC HS shows an outstanding balance among the critical performance parameters such 
as sensing distance h (<25 mm), RH detection range (30−90%), sensitivity (1.33−93.33 
kHz/1% RH), and operable temperature T (0−75 oC). 
4.12 Summary  
In this chapter, we designed and fabricated a wireless p−LC HS, where ZnO is used as 
the active semiconductor film. A planar spiral antenna coils also designed and fabricated 
on PCB that was able to interrogate the wireless HS by magnetic coupling form <25 
mm distance. Both the p−LC HS and antenna coil dimensions were tuned by ANSYS 
HFSS before the fabrication. The experimental results demonstrated that the fabricated 
HS is able to measure 30−90% RH. The observed HS sensitivity was between 53.33−93.33 
kHz/1%RH for the 60−90% of RH conditions. The measurement results showed that the 
RH reading resolution of our HS is ±2.38 and ±3.73 for RH>45% and RH≤45% conditions, 
respectively. Experimental results showed that the proposed HS is operational in 0−75 oC 






In this chapter, we summarise the research outcome achieved from this Ph.D. thesis. 
Then we highlighted the key contributions of this work for the advancement of modern 
science and technology. Finally, a few of suggestions are also proposed for further 
improvement of this work. 
5.1 Summary 
In this thesis, we have designed and fabricated a near−infrared (NIR) detectors and a 
humidity sensor (HS) individually as they are capable of monitoring different body 
parameters such as humidity, sweats, dehydration rate, respiratory rate, fingerprint 
liveness, vein recognition, glucose contents of blood, etc. for various non−invasive 
health−care and security applications. Among the existing wireless technologies, the 
passive LC-type (p−LC) sensors are well−known for their lightweight and compact 
device structure that do not require any post−fabrication integration step. In addition, 
their battery−less operation capability makes them a competitive alternative solution of 
the existing expensive continuous body monitoring systems. Hence, a LC structure is 
integrated inside the HS to detect the humidity wirelessly. 
The proposed NIR photodetector (PD) is in lateral metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) 
configuration employing a nanocrystalline silicon (nc−Si) absorption layer and a 
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polyamide (PI) blocking layer. The lateral structure made the fabrication simpler in low 
cost and compatible with the thin−film transistor (TFT) fabrication process. The high 
band gap PI layer reduced the ID up to 103−105 times as well as stabilized it over time 
compared to an MSM PD fabricated without the PI layer. The ID of the NIR detector 
recovered from the illumination stress as fast as in 60 s. In addition, the detectors 
achieved 35−15% EQE for the NIR light sources of  740−850 nm. Experiment results 
showed that the response time of the fabricated detectors with PI layer was below 1.5 
ms, which is 2.5 times faster than the PDs without PI layer. The results are promising 
to expedite the development of large−area full hand biometric imagers for various 
non−invasive body mentoring applications.   
Then, we presented a zinc oxide (ZnO) based wireless battery−free p−LC HS using 
conventional semiconductor fabrication process. A reader antenna coil was fabricated on 
PCB to retrieve the data from sensor magnetically from h<25 mm. The device geometry 
of reader antenna coil and sensor was optimized by ANSYS® HFSS before the 
fabrication. A Network/Spectrum/Impedance analyzer was used to interrogate the peak 
impedance magnitude of the reader−sensor system, which was then correlated with the 
corresponding relative humidity (RH) between 30−90%. A sensitivity of ≥53.33 
KHz/1%RH and a RH resolution of ≤±2.38 were observed for the RH>45% 
measurements. The RH readings of the HS was dependent on the measurement 
temperature (T) that suggests that sensor calibration for the T drift of above 3 oC enables 
the proposed HS to be operated in 0−75 oC. The results are promising for the 
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development of the wireless systems to monitor the humidity of various emerging body 
monitoring applications. 
5.2 Contributions 
In this thesis, the feasibility of a lateral MSM device structure is analyzed for NIR 
detection using nc−Si as active film & PI as blocking layer. 
 We achieved EQE=35−15% for the λ=740−850 nm photo−sources. 
 We observed >1.5 ms response time for the 150 V bias condition. 
 Proposed MSM NIR detectors are compatible with large−area manufacturing. 
 They are fully integrable with industrial Si−based TFT fabrication process. 
 We submitted this work to IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices on August 
30, 2017, which is accepted with minor revision on November 20, 2017: 
 M. A. Martuza, S. Ghanbarzadeh, C. H. Lee, C. Con, and K. S. Karim, 
“Nanocrystalline Silicon Lateral MSM Photodetector for Infrared Sensing 
Applications.” 
We have also analyzed the feasibility of a p−LC device structure for humidity detection 
using ZnO film. 
 The fabricated sensors are capable of monitoring humidity between RH=30−90%. 
 The HS are operable in different thermal conditions between 0−75 0C. 
 The proposed sensors run wirelessly without any battery source. 
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 They do not require ant post−fabrication integration steps. 
 We submitted this work to IEEE Sensors Journal on September 18, 2017. 
 M. A. Martuza, C. H. Lee, A. Sazonov, S. Boumaiza, and K. S. Karim, 
“Wireless LC−type Passive ZnO Sensor to Monitor Sealed Environment 
Humidity for the Emerging Applications.  
5.3 Limitations and Future Work 
There are still scopes to improve the current presented works. A few suggestions are 
recommended for further development of this project: 
 We have fabricated and characterized the nc−Si MSM NIR detector with a thin 
organic PI layer for the first time. However, due to time limitation, we could not 
integrate it with the LC resonator circuitries. To do this, the same process needs 
to be followed as the p−LC ZnO HS scheme: (1) Design and optimize LC 
integrated NIR detector dimensions by ANSYS HFSS, (2) Fabricate the LC 
NIR detector, and (3) Prepare a new measurement setup and  characterize the 
fabricated  the LC NIR detector wirelessly. 
 In the proposed nc−Si MSM NIR detector, we deposited and patterned the Al 
electrodes at the top of all other layers, and illuminated the light from the top. 
As a result, the non-transparent Al electrodes were limiting the active device 
area, where the photon can be absorbed. If the device is fabricated in inverse 
order (i.e., Al/PI/nc−Si in bottom to top sequence), we expect that the photo 
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sensitivity (PS) of the PD will be improved significantly by utilizing the 100% 
active area. 
 For the fabricated p−LC ZnO HS, we observed that the sensitivity and RH 
reading accuracy drastically degrades for RH≤45%. To improve the HS sensitivity 
further, the bulk ZnO film can be replaced with the nano−structured ZnO 
materials (e.g., nano−particle, nano−wires, nano−rod, etc.) whose surface to 
volume ratio is very high. As the surface is the only humidity sensitive area, it 
will increase humidity sensitivity significantly [85], [101], [102]. 
 It is observed that the RH reading accuracy of the p−LC ZnO HS is dependent 
on the temperature of the environment as ZnO also changes its dielectric property 
with the temperature. To overcome this temperature dependency, the proposed 
p−LC HS can be redesigned with integrated temperature compensation 
mechanism based on the concept demonstrated by Lung-Tai et al. in [103]. 
 Biocompatibility is one of the prime concerns for the body monitoring sensors 
[38]. To implement this concept, both the fabricated nc−Si MSM NIR and p−LC 
ZnO HS can be coated with a biocompatible thin−film layer such as Protein 
Polymer, Dendritic Polyglycerol, Chitosan, etc. [104]–[107] for investigation of 
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ANSYS HFSS Simulation of 
Reader−Sensor System 
In this appendix, the proposed wireless monitoring system is modeled using an 
electromagnetic field simulator– ANSYS® high frequency structural simulator (HFSS).  
First, the reader antenna coil was modeled and later used to excite the humidity sensor 
and retrieved data by magnetic coupling. Then, the humidity sensors were modeled in 
HFSS. After that, we have simulated different humid conditions by applying different 
water layer height on top of the humidity sensor and analyzed its humidity sensitivity. 
In summary, this section discusses the extraction of critical characteristic parameters 
of the proposed monitoring system and analysis of potential performances of the sensors 
by HFSS simulation. 
A.1 HFSS Modeling of Reader Antenna 
We first designed the reader antenna which was used to excite our sensors and retrieved 
data wirelessly. During simulation, we defined the two terminal of the antenna as lumped 
port. The structure of the antenna is shown in Figure A.1 and TABLE A.I shows the 







Figure A.1: Structure of the reader antenna: (a) top view, (b) side view. 
 
TABLE A.I: 
GEOMETRIC DIMENSION OF THE READER ANTENNA. 
Design parameter of the reader antenna 
Metal layer= Aluminum 
Turn=5 
Inner radius =12 mm 
Radius change/turn=3 mm 
Width of metal line=1 mm 






Figure A.2: Frequency vs. Inductance plot of the reader antenna.  
 
Figure A.2 shows the Frequency vs. Inductance plot of the reader antenna achieved 
from the HFSS simulation. We note that the inductance is gradually increasing and 
there is no negative inductance component (i.e., happened when capacitance is 
dominating after the self−resonance frequency of an inductor coil) for up to 100 MHz 
operating frequency. It confirms that our designed reader antenna functions as an 
inductor and has no self−resonance frequency below 100 MHz. 
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A.2 HFSS Modeling of Humidity Sensor 
Figure A. (a) and (b) show the top and side view of the proposed humidity sensor, 
respectively, which has been modeled and simulated in HFSS. The outside octagonal 
metal lines are the spiral inductor that functions as sensor antenna.  
TABLE A.II: 
Geometric dimension of the humidity sensor 
Design parameter of the humidity sensor 
Metal layer= Aluminum 
Humidity sensitive dielectric= Zinc Oxide 
Width of metal line=200 m  
Metal layer thickness=100 nm 
Octagonal Spiral Inductor: 
Turn=7 
Inner radius =11.5 mm 
Radius change/turn=0.5 mm 
Inter–digital Capacitor: 
Finger=36 
Spacing between fingers=200 m  
 
The inside interdigit metal structure and the humidity sensitive ZnO layer function 
as a variable capacitor. In combination, the interdigital and spiral structure formed an 
RC resonator circuit that changes the resonance frequency during the change of 
humidity. TABLE A.II shows the geometric parameters of the humidity sensor shown 













A.3 HFSS Analysis of Optimum Reader−Sensor Distance  
In this section, we have simulated the maximum reading distance between our reader 
and humidity sensor. In HFSS, we first placed both of the structures inside an air box 
and then set the distance between reader and humidity sensor as reader_sensor_dst=5.5 
mm to emulate the real−life environment. After that, we applied ac signal of various 
frequencies between the two lumped ports of the reader antenna by frequency sweep 
operation. This signal was transferred from the reader coil to the sensor by the magnetic 
coupling.  Then, the sensor transmitted back some part of the received signal to the 
reader antenna at its resonance frequency. This response of the sensor has been detected 
from the peak of the reader antenna’s input impedance magnitude inZ  (Ohm) and S11 
(dB) in the verses sweep frequency plots of our simulation.  Then, we have repeated the 
same frequency sweep simulation for different distance reader_sensor_dst=8.5 mm, 11.4 
mm and 14.5 mm and noticed changes in the corresponding inZ  and S11 peaks as 
illustrated in Figure A.4.   
It is observed from Figure A.4 that at reader_sensor_dst<10 mm, both inZ  and S11 
peaks are easily detectable for minimum 1MHz frequency scanning interval in reader 
side. For 10 mm<reader_sensor_dst<15 mm, inZ  and S11 peaks are still detectable, but 
it requires >1 MHz frequency scanning interval which will make the reader 
implementation complex. However, no  inZ  and S11 peaks are detectable for 





Figure A.4:  and S11 peaks of the reader antenna over 5MHz−10MHz frequency sweep under different 
RSD. 
 
From this analysis of HFSS simulation results, we can conclude that 10 mm will be 
the optimum RSD for our proposed wireless system. This is a quite reasonable RSD for 
a passive wireless system where sensor does not have any power source in itself. This 




antenna size in both reader and sensor. However, it will cost us the critical features, like 
mobile and handy reader unit, and tiny and light sensor patch. 
A.4 HFSS Analysis of Sensor Sensitivity  
In this section, we have analyzed the sensitivity of our humidity sensor for various 
humidity conditions by HFSS simulation. When humidity of the environment increases, 
the accumulated water layer on the sensor surface also gradually increases. Relative 






   (A.1) 
where Wm water vapor mass in the given air volume (kg) and Wm water vapor mass 
required to saturate at this volume (kg). In different humidity conditions, this mass of 
water vapor mainly depends on the height of the water layer. Hence, to imitate the 
different humidity conditions in our simulation, only the height of the water layer is 
varied, and the length and width of the water layer (i.e., same as the length and width 
of active ZnO layer of the sensor model)  are kept constant. 
In HFSS, we first placed the reader and sensor at 5.5 mm distance without any water 
layer on top of the sensor, i.e., water_h=0 m . Then, we applied ac signal of different 
operating frequencies between 5−15 MHz on the reader antenna by the frequency sweep 
operation. Signals were magnetically transferred to the sensor. Then, the sensor 
transmitted back to some part of the received signal to the reader antenna at its 








Figure A.5:  and S11 peak shifted with the change of water layer height water_h on sensor over 5MHz–




peak of reader antenna’s input impedance magnitude inZ  (Ohm) and S11 (dB) in our 
simulation (Figure A.5). These inZ  and S11 peaks are the very close approximation of 
the sensor resonance frequency fS. We have repeated this frequency sweep simulation 
four times more by adding different heights of the water layer on top of the sensor, i.e., 
water_h= 25 m , 50 m , 75 m , and 100 m ,  and detected the corresponding fS of the 
sensor from the inZ  and S11 peaks.  
From Figure A.5, it is noticed that the more water added the sensor resonance 
frequency fs also decreased which agrees with the theory.  Water has a higher dialectic 
constant that increases the sensor capacitance, which decreases the resonance frequency. 
To observe how fS changes with the water height, we have inserted the analyzed fS in 
a water_h vs. fS plot that is shown in Figure A.6. From this figure, we witnessed that fS 
incenses exponentially when water_h is changed from 0 m to 100 m .  We can see that 
our humidity sensor four times more sensitive for water_h<25 m  than that of 
25 m <water_h<100 m .  In other words, we can say that the sensor will be less sensitive 





Figure A.6: Water layer height on sensor vs. Resonance frequency of sensor. 
 
From Figure A.6, we can also observe that 1 MHz frequency scanning interval will be 
sufficient for the reader unit to detect the fS with a tolerable error. It means that the 
reader will detect the right resonant frequency fS when the reader scanning interval is 1 





Analytical Extraction of L and C  
B.1 Inductance of Octagonal Spiral Planar Coil 
To estimate the inductance of a planar spiral structure by Maxwell’s equation requires 
intensive calculation to solve the associated fields. The literature shows that simple 
empirical expressions estimate the coil inductance with high accuracy [108]–[110]. For 
example, the modified Wheeler formula is expressed below for the octagonal planar 














  (B.1) 
Similarly, according to the current sheet approximation, the inductance of octagonal 
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Figure B.1: The geometric parameters of the octagonal planar antenna used in the equation (B.3) and 
(B.4). 
Here, NL is the number of the turn of the octagonal planar coil. ρ and davg are calculated 






















  (B.4) 
Literature shows that the inductance estimation accuracy of (B.1) and (B.2) is above 
80% compared to the experimentally measured data [108].  
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B.2 Capacitance of Interdigital Electrodes 
Conformal mapping is one of the common approaches to transforming the interdigital 
capacitor to an equivalent parallel plate capacitor since the capacitance can be calculated 
very easily from those equivalent parallel plates. A schematic of interdigital electrodes 
is shown in Figure B.2(a) where wC, lC, and gC denote the width, length, and in between 
space of the figure structures, respectively.  Figure B.2(b) shows the equivalent circuit 
model of cross−sectional view proposed by Yi et al., where the sensing layer on the top 
was modeled as an infinite layer, while the substrate was a finite layer [110]. 





Figure B.2: (a) Geometric parameters of the interdigital capacitor used in the equation(B.5) and (b) The 




Ignoring the inhomogeneous physical boundary conditions along the direction of the 
electrodes, and assuming that lC is infinitely long compared to wC and number of fingers 
(NC) is infinity, an approximation for the total capacitance of the interdigital capacitor 
can be made as[110], [111]: 
 1 1
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  (B.5) 
The equations required to calculate C1 and CE for both finite layer and infinite layer 
model are expressed in TABLE B. I [110]. 
TABLE B. I: 
C1 AND CE  CALCULATION EQUATIONS [110] 
 
where 1( )k  is complete elliptical integral with modulus 1k , '1k is the complementary 
modulus of 1k , n  is Jacobi theta function, and ( , )sn z k  is Jacobi elliptic function for 





C.1 Photo−mask Layouts used for Humidity Sensor Fabrication 
We designed a set of 4 photo−masks by L−EDIT software for the p−LC HS according 
to the device dimension that we achieved from the HFSS simulation. They are illustrated 
below. 




C.1.2 Mask−2: Pattern the SiNx Film 
 




C.1.4 Mask−4: Pattern the ZnO Film 
 





PCB Layout of the Reader 
Antenna Coil 
Ki−CAD PCB design software was used to design the reader antenna coil according to 
the device dimension achieved from the HFSS simulation. The layouts of different PCB 
layers are illustrated below. 




D.2 Bottom Metal Layout 
 
 
D.3 Drill File 
M48 
;DRILL file —KiCad 4.0.4-stable˝ date 08/08/17 12:51:41 




















D.4 Python Code to Generate Spiral Shape Coordinates 
This is an open−access Github code, modified according to the antenna dimensions 
attained from HFSS simulation [113]: 
 




from copy import deepcopy 
 
#              0        1          2      3      4        5    6 
LIST_elmt = [”  (”,” (start ”,”) (end ”,”) ”,” (layer ”,”) ”,”))”] 
#LIST_elmt = [”  (gr_line (start 131.571908 182.314571) (end 112.874456 120.68499) 
(angle 90) (layer Dwgs.User) (width 0.1))”] 
#LIST_elmt = [”  (segment (start 118.7 106.7) (end 119.4 106.7) (width 0.25) (layer 
B.Cu) (net 0))”] 
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DICT_elmt = —”seg” : [”segment”, ”(width ”, ”(net ”], 
             ”arc” : [”gr_arc”, ”(angle ”, ”(width ”], 
             ”lne” : [”gr_line”, ”(angle ”, ”(width ”], 
             ˝ 
DICT_lyr = — ”dwg” : ”Dwgs.User”, 
             ”cmt” : ”Cmts.User”, 
             ”cut” : ”Edge.Cuts”, 
             ”fcu” : ”F.Cu”, 
             ”bcu” : ”B.Cu”, 
             ˝ 
 
def FNC_string (element, 
                STR_start, #1 
                STR_end, #2 
                Angle, #4 
                layer, #5 
                width, 
                ): 
    STR_line = ”” 
    ””” 
                      0          1         2    3          4           5 
    LIST_elmt = [”  (”,” (start ”,”) (end ”,”) ”,” (layer ”,”) (width ”,”))”] 
    ””” 
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    for i in range(len(LIST_elmt)): 
        STR_line += LIST_elmt[i] 
        if i == 0: 
            STR_line += DICT_elmt[element][0] 
        if i == 1: 
            STR_line += STR_start 
        if i == 2: 
            STR_line += STR_end 
        if i == 3: 
            if element == ”seg”: 
                STR_line += DICT_elmt[element][1] 
                STR_angle = ”—:.1f˝”.format(width) 
            else: 
                STR_line += DICT_elmt[element][1] 
                if element == ”lne”: 
                    STR_angle = ”90” 
                else: 
                    STR_angle = str(Angle) 
            STR_line += STR_angle + ”)” 
        if i == 4: 
            STR_line += DICT_lyr[layer] 
        if i == 5: 
            if element == ”seg”: 
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                STR_line += DICT_elmt[element][2] 
                STR_line += str(Angle) 
            else: 
                STR_line += DICT_elmt[element][2] 
                STR_line += ”—:.2f˝”.format(width) 
    STR_line += ”“n” 
    return STR_line 
 
def FNC_polygon (element, 
                STR_start, #1 
                STR_end, #2 
                Angle, #4 
                layer, #5 
                width, 
                ): 
    STR_line = ”” 
    ””” 
                      0          1         2    3          4           5 
    LIST_elmt = [”  (”,” (start ”,”) (end ”,”) ”,” (layer ”,”) (width ”,”))”] 
    ””” 
    for i in range(len(LIST_elmt)): 
        STR_line += LIST_elmt[i] 
        if i == 0: 
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            STR_line += DICT_elmt[element][0] 
        if i == 1: 
            STR_line += STR_start 
        if i == 2: 
            STR_line += STR_end 
        if i == 3: 
            if element == ”seg”: 
                STR_line += DICT_elmt[element][1] 
                STR_angle = ”—:.1f˝”.format(width) 
            else: 
                STR_line += DICT_elmt[element][1] 
                if element == ”lne”: 
                    STR_angle = ”90” 
                else: 
                    STR_angle = str(Angle) 
            STR_line += STR_angle + ”)” 
        if i == 4: 
            STR_line += DICT_lyr[layer] 
        if i == 5: 
            if element == ”seg”: 
                STR_line += DICT_elmt[element][2] 
                STR_line += str(Angle) 
            else: 
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                STR_line += DICT_elmt[element][2] 
                STR_line += ”—:.2f˝”.format(width) 
    STR_line += ”“n” 
    return STR_line 
 
 
def FNC_spiral (cntr, # (x,y) 
                radius, 
                segs, 
                startangle, 
                tw, # track width 
                td, # track distance 
                turns, 
                spin, # cw or ccw, +1 or -1 
                layer, 
                net, 
                ): 
 
    STR_data = ”” 
    baseX = cntr[0] 
    baseY = cntr[1] 
 




        segs += 4.0 
        segangle = 360.0 / segs 
        segradius = td / segs 
 
        for i in range(int(segs)): 
            # central rings for HV and SNS 
            startX = baseX + (radius + segradius * i + td * (j+1)) * 
math.sin(math.radians(segangle*spin*i + startangle)) 
            startY = baseY + (radius + segradius * i + td * (j+1)) * 
math.cos(math.radians(segangle*spin*i + startangle)) 
            endX = baseX + (radius + segradius * (i + 1.0) + td * (j+1)) * 
math.sin(math.radians(segangle*spin*(i + 1.0) + startangle)) 
            endY = baseY + (radius + segradius * (i + 1.0) + td * (j+1)) * 
math.cos(math.radians(segangle*spin*(i + 1.0) + startangle)) 
            STR_data += FNC_string (”seg”, #type of line 
                                    ”—:.6f˝”.format(startX) + ” ” + ”—:.6f˝”.format(startY), # 
start point 
                                    ”—:.6f˝”.format(endX) + ” ” + ”—:.6f˝”.format(endY), # 
end point 
                                    net, # angle or net value 
                                    layer, # layer on pcb 
                                    tw, # track width 
                                    ) 





if __name__ == ’__main__’: 
 
    Center = [115.0,105.0] # x/y coordinates of the centre of the pcb sheet 
    Radius = 10 # start radius in mm 
    Sides = 36  #segment per turn 
    StartAngle = 0.0 # degrees 
    TrackWidth = 1 
    TrackDistance = 2 
    Turns = 5 
    Spin = +1 # ccw = +1, cw = -1 
    Layer = ”fcu” 
    Net = ”0” 
  
 
    print FNC_spiral (Center, 
                      Radius, 
                      Sides, 
                      StartAngle, 
                      TrackWidth, 
                      TrackDistance, 
                      Turns, 
                      Spin, 
                      Layer, 
                      Net,  )  
